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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Margo Jones, until her untimely death in 1955, was one

of the most important persons in American Theatre. Hard

work, imagination and a thorough knowledge of theatre enabled

her dream of a professional repertory theatre to become a

reality. A Broadway producer and director of varying degrees

of accomplishment, she gained international attention by

making her theatre in Dallas an economic and cultural success.

The name Margo Jones has appeared in most books written

during the last fifteen years on the history of theatre.

Several unpublished studies have been made pertaining to the

growth and development of her theatre in Dallas. Emphasis

has also been given in some of the studies to her theatrical

experience in New York.

While these aspects of her career are important and

deserve to be recorded, they do not represent Margo Jones's

total involvement in theatre.

Statement of Problem

The purpose of this study is to make an account of the

theatrical plans and activities of Margo Jones other than

the productions in her theatre in Dallas and her experiences

as a producer and director on Broadway.
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Significance of Problem

Parallel to the period in which Margo Jones was receiving

notice of her work on Broadway and in her theatre in Dallas,

she was busily involved in many other plans and activities.

She was interested in the development of the theatre not

only in Dallas but in every community in America.

To have a complete picture of Margo Jones's involvement

in theatre and to know what she wanted for the theatre of the

future, an account is needed of these various plans and

activities.

Source of Information

The major source of information was the "Margo Jones

Collection" located in the Dallas Public Library. The

collection contains the organizational and financial files

of Margo Jones's theatre and other plans and activities.

Her personal correspondence is housed in the collection.

Also included in the collection are scrap books, manuscripts,

newspaper clippings, magazine articles that she and her staff

collected, and transcripts of interviews which have been

made pertaining to Margo Jones since her death.

Other sources were the local newspapers, the Dallas

MorningNemw and the Dallas fTimes Herald. Numerous pamphlets

and periodicals were used, with Thatre Arts being the main

source of information.
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Books which were found to be especially helpful were

Margo Jones's Theate-in-the-Roud; John William Roger's

Lusy Texiai _ Dal.Li; Norris Houghton's Adyance From

Broadway; Howard Taubman's Liflina Qf ZLb. Amerin Theatr?;

David Stevens' Ta Talents j_ American Theatre; John Gassner' s

PrducinaD h _L; and Norman Bel Geddes' Miracle In hTb

Af ernon. Several unpublished theses and a dissertation

were also found to have information relating to the study.

Interviews were made with the following people who were

associated with Margo Jones: The late John R. Rosenfield,

drama critic of the Dillas Morning N jew; Claire Rosenfield,

wife of John Rosenfield and friend of Margo Jones; D. L.

Yater, architect who worked with Margo Jones on several

projects; James Pringle, technical director for the Margo

Jones Theatre; Ludia Mai Goode, friend of Margo Jones and

an instrumental figure in the founding of the Margo Jones

Theatre.

Delineation

ghapzt I

To familiarize the reader with Margo Jones, this chapter

will give a brief biographical account of her life. Included

will be a summary of the theatrical experiences which are

not a part of the main purpose of this study.
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Chapter III

This chapter deals with the theatrical plans and

activities of Margo Jones in Dallas other than the produc-

tions in her theatre.

Chapter IV

The plans and activities of Margo Jones which were

concerned with the development of theatre throughout the

nation are included in this chapter.

Chapter V

This chapter records Margo Jones's attempt, through a

plan she formulated, to decentralize theatre by the estab-

lishment of many theatres throughout the nation, modeled

after her theatre in Dallas.

Chapter .VI

This chapter deals with Margo Jones's efforts to

establish a network television dramatic program series

emanating from Dallas.

Chapter VII

This chapter is an account of what Margo Jones wanted

in a flexible theatre and her attempts to build a flexible

theatre in Dallas.
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Chapter VIII

This contains a summary of Margo Jones's theatrical

plans and activities with emphasis upon the relative impor-

tance of both her accomplishments and incompleted endeavors.

Appendices

These contain the "Aims of the Dallas Theatre, Inc., in

Relation to the Children of the Community" and the "Articles

of Incorporation and By-Laws of the San Francisco Non-Prof it

Professional Theatre".



CHAPTER II

MARGO JONES

In my lifetime I should like to be a member
of the world. I should like to know and to par-
take of the joys and the sufferings of my fellow
men. I should like to have the great experiences,
human and artistic, that life offers. I should
like to see material progress accompanied by a
cultural development that would give true distinc-
tion to our civilization and make it a great one.
I should like to hear great music, see great
painting and sculpture, read great books. And
I should like to find great plays and put them
on magnificently*

Margo Virginia Jones was born December 13, 1913, in

Livingston, Texas, a small town in the piney woods section

of East Texas, about sixty miles from Houston. Her father

was a lawyer, and as a girl she accompanied him frequently

to the courthouse. For a while she was determined to follow

in the footsteps of her father and become a lawyer, but at

the age of eleven she came to realize that it was not the

law itself but the drama of the courtroom that held her

attention. Though at this time her dramatic experience

consisted only of a few amateur productions in school, she

announced to her parents that she was going to become not

1 Margo Jones, "Theatre-in-the-Round, Today and
Tomorrow," unpublished manuscript, Margo Jones Collection,
Dallas Public Library, Dallas, Texas.

6
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a lawyer but a play director,2  Margo Jones, reflecting on

this change in direction, said:

. . . . I knew what I wanted to do - to
put on plays - and up went a sheet in the barn
where my sister and my brothers joined me in my
first producing-directing venture. I was lucky
to know so early what I wanted to do. It gave
me a valuable head start.3

It was not until Margo Jones was fourteen years old

and in study at Texas State College for Women in Denton that

she was to witness her first professional production--

Walter Hampden playing Fort Worth on tour with Cvrano de

BergeracA4 The availability of theatrical productions in

Dallas and Fort Worth, both of which are a short distance

from Denton, enabled Margo Jones to attend the theatre

regularly. Road plays frequented both cities. The Dallas

Little Theatre, which had gained national prominence through

winning the Belasco Cup three times under the direction of

Oliver Hindsdell, was in its prime when Margo Jones was

able to observe its productions. This experience gave new

impetus to Margo Jones's ambition; as she was later to say,

2John W. Rogers, The jLusy Texans of Dallas (New York,
1951), p. 216.

3Margo Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, (New York, 1965),
p. 40.

4Rogers, Lusty Texans o Dallas, pp. 216-217.
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There are children all over our country who
are interested in the theatre as I was and who do
not have the opportunity to see good theatre--
another reason why I am so adamant about the
establishment of resident professional theatre.5

While at Texas State College for Women, she had ample

opportunity to practice the art of directing. Her drama

class was packed with aspiring actresses, and not one

person with the exception of herself was interested in

directing. She did a certain amount of acting in college

plays, but she was always concerned with acquainting her-

self with the actors' viewpoints and problems, never with

the ambition to become an actress herself.6 While in

college, she began reading at least one play every day, a

habit she maintained throughout her life.

Since no advanced degree was offered in Speech and

Drama at Texas State College for Women at that time, she

did her graduate work in psychology. She was able to

integrate her interest in drama by doing her thesis on

The Abnormal W Ogut of Emotional Conflict as Reflected 'in

the Dramas of Henrik Ibsen.7  She received her master's

degree in 1932 at the age of nineteen. On the afternoon

of the morning that she obtained her degree, she applied

Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, pp. 40-41.

6Ibid., p. 41.

7 _bid., p. 42.
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for a job at Louis Veda Quince's Southwestern School of

Theatre in Dallas, and obtained a position which she called

that of "a glorified office girl." The position afforded

her an opportunity to observe the director of the school,

an experience which she said gave her great inspiration.8

After spending a year in Dallas, Margo Jones traveled

to California, where she attended the Pasadena Summer School

of the Theatre, a function of the renowned Pasadena Play-

house under the direction of Gilmor Brown. While at

Pasadena she was able to direct several plays under the

supervision of professional people in theatre.9

Upon completing the summer course at Pasadena she

received her first directing position with the Ojai Com-

munity Players, Ojai, California. 0

After spending a year at Ojai, Margo Jones had an

opportunity to tour the globe. She attended the theatre

every night that she was on shore u. in Japan, China, India,

England, France,*." and upon her return in 1935 she made her

first observation of theatre in New York.11

0.1=*p.,p. 43.

9

10
Margo Jones, "For Those With Courage: The Theatre,"

Zontia4, XXXI (April, 1951), 4.

11Jones, Theatrf-j -the-Roud, p. 44.
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While she had been abroad, the Federal Theatre had

been started, so after a-short sojourn in New York, she

headed for her home territory to become assistant director

of the Federal Theatre in Houston. In reference to the

progress of the Federal Theatre in Texas, Hallie Flanagan

said, "Texas was a hard nut to crack, and we failed to

crack it.' 2 The Federal Theatre failed to succeed in

Houston, and the project folded completely within a few

months. Out of a job, Margo Jones decided once again to

go abroad, this time bound for the Moscow Arts Festival via

the theatres in Warsaw, Berlin, London and Paris. She was

able to finance her trip by covering the festival for the

Houston Chronicle. Her self-assurance in terms of the

future that she saw for herself in the theatre was shown

when she met the noted critic Brooks Atkinson in a Moscow

hotel. Mr. Atkinson told Claire Rosenfield, wife of Dallas

critic John Rosenfield, that as he entered the lobby, he

noticed a young woman slumped in a chair. The young woman

suddenly bolted out of the chair, walked rapidly up to him

and said, "Mr. Atkinson, I am Margo Jones, and you are

going to hear about me." After he had regained his com-

posure, Atkinson replied with a very formal, "I certainly

hope so, young lady." He then terminated the conversation

12Hallie Flanagan, Arena (Rahway, New Jersey, 1940),
p. 93#
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by excusing himself and departed, leaving the ambitious

and rather impertinent young lady standing alone in the

middle of the lobby. 1 3

She returned to Houston in 1936 and was offered a job

by the Recreation Department to teach playground teachers

to put on plays with children in the various parks through-

out the city. She accepted the position because she felt

that it would lead to something much better--an opportunity

to establish a community theatre with the sponsorship of

the city.14

It was not long until she persuaded the Recreation

Department to furnish her with a seldom used recreation

hall for the purpose of putting on plays. She placed an

announcement in the newspapers that the Community Players

was being formed and that tryouts for its first play, The

Importance of Beinq Earnest, would be held the following

evening. The reason for choosing the Wilde piece was that,

having received no money from the city, she needed a non-

royalty play--one for which she could stylize the decor and

so have little scenery, as well as a play with a small

cast.15 Nine people showed up for the tryouts and they

13Statement by Claire Rosenfield, Dallas, Texas,
November 30, 1967.

14Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, p. 45.

15Norris Houghton, Advance from Broadway (New York,
1941), p. 119.
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filled the nine parts. Six of the actors contributed one

dollar apiece to the project. The production opened in

December of 1936, charging twenty-five cents admission, and

ran for two nights. The total cost of the production was

twelve dollars.16 Margo Jones, commenting on the lack of

financial backing and the adjustments that had to be made

accordingly, said:

I found that when you have no money to do
a show (although it is wonderful to be able to
finance a production prosperously), you are
forced to be ingenious' as a result you can
sometimes be creative.17

Margo Jones applied her ingenuity many times. On one

occasion, because she had no money for wood and canvass for

construction, she realized that she would have difficulty

in producing Judgment Day on a bare stage, so she persuaded

the local judiciary that they would like "nothing better

than to yield the bar to her". The production was per-

formed successfully in the Harris County Court House. Not

having money to buy dimmers during her first year of pro-

duction, she called a local physicist who told her by

telephone how to make salt-water rheostats with a bit of

copper and some Mason jars. Under these stringent condi-

tions, Margo Jonests Community Players was still able to

16IbI.,p. 119.
17Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, p. 46.
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be a prize winner in the Texas One-Act Play Tournament its

first year of production.18

Margo Jones was first introduced to the theatre-in-

the-round while associated with the Houston Community

Players. In the spring of 1939 she went to Washington,

D. C., for a theatre conference and saw a production by the

Blue Room Players of Portland, Oregon, a group which had

been formed by a disciple of Glenn Hughes. Their perfor-

mance In a ballroom impressed her greatly and she felt that

she could do something similar in Houston.19

The impetus for Margo Jones to try this technique grew

more out of necessity than out of a want to experiment. In

the summer of 1939, Margo Jones decided that Houston should

have a summer theatre. The Playhouse was too sultry for

summer production; out of doors was too hot, but the Lamar

Hotel had an air-conditioned ballroom; so the Community

Players leased it, There was no stage and no proscenium.20

Margo Jones was forced to be ingenious and prepared to do

theatre-in-the-round. Margo Jones carefully studied the

work done in-the-round by Okhlopkov, Gilmor Brown (she had

18Houghton, Adyance from Broadway, p. 120.

19Ii d., p. 49.

20 Houghton, Advance from Broadway, p. 123.
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worked with Gilmor Brown in Pasadena) and others before she

undertook her preliminary work.21

She capitalized on the stageless theatre. She seated

the audience of one hundred around an acting arena in the

center of the floor, and used blackouts to bring characters

in and out at the beginning and end of scenes. The Intimate

Theatre, as it was called, was a large success.22 This laid

the groundwork for the type of theatre that would make her

internationally famous in the years to come,

While in Houston she established the policy in play

choice that she would follow in Dallas. She produced mainly

classics and new plays. The most notable original play

production at Houston was the world premier of Edwin Justin

Mayer's Sunrise in y Pocket. She obtained permission to

present this play by phoning the critic she had approached

in the lobby of the Moscow hotel, Brooks Atkinson, asking

him to introduce her to the author. Atkinson complied

with her wishes and she gained the rights to produce the

play.23 From Sunrise in M Pocket she gained some national

21George Freedley, "Theatre U. S. A. Central Staging,"
Theatre Ars, XXXIII (March, 1949), 61.

22Houghton, Adyance from Broadway, p. 120.

23Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, p. 48.

I
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recognition due to Brooks Atkinson's review of the produc-

tion in the New Yor jgimek.24 The reason for her policy of

producing classics at the time was twofold. First, she

felt that she directed classics best, and secondly, as she

said, "My most successful box-office productions have been

classics. I always have to sell standing-room for

Shakespeare, Ibsen or Chekov. "25

In Houston Margo Jones did not limit herself to stage

productions. The Community Players, of which she was now

the sole head, created a radio group that conducted a

weekly dramatic program. She also organized a Junior Com-

munity Players for Children between ten and sixteen who

were interested in dramatics. She also established a ten

week series of classes in fundamentals of direction for

teachers and club women who were interested in presenting

their own productions 6 In a matter of a few years, Margo

Jones had turned a seldom used square-dance hall into a

busting center of dramatic activity. During the years in

Houston she had watched the group grow from six actors to

six hundred participants. From 1936 to 1942 the Community

24Margo Jones Biographical Sketch, 1944, located in
Margo Jones Collection, Dallas Public Library, Dallas,
Texas.

25Houghton, Advance from Broadway, p. 121,

26Ibijd.,p. 123.
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Players presented sixty-four full length scripts and over

one hundred plays and skits.27

In spite of the Community Players' rapid growth and

success, Margo Jones became dissatisfied. She began to

realize that eight-hour rehearsals each day for at least

three weeks were necessary to have a production with which

she could be satisfied. In a community theatre these require-

ments were impossible to meet. The war had started, and due

to the shortage of men, the possibility of having full-

time workers became less attainable. Many of the community

theatre people were being called for military service. Her

desire for a professional theatre intensified, but wartime

was not the logical time for beginning action on such a

theatre project. She left Houston and went to East Hampton

to direct a show at the summer theatre. While there, she

decided that if she could not start a professional theatre,

there was at least one type of theatre that was not losing

all of its people to the war effort - the university theatre.28

She applied for a position in the Drama Department of

the University of Texas and was accepted. At the University

she directed three new plays and worked on several theatre-

in-the-round productions. She took several leaves from her

27Jones, Biographical Sketch, Margo Jones Collection.

28Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, pp. 50-51.
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academic duties. In 1943 she went to the Cleveland Play-

house and staged You Touched Me, a play by Tennessee

20
Williams and Donald Windham. During the same leave of

absence she took the production to the Pasadena Playhouse.

While in Pasadena she also directed Theodore Apstien's

Sporting Piak and the premier of Apstien's Velvet Touch.
30

She went back to Pasadena in 1944 and directed Tennessee

Williams' The Purification and two other new scripts.
31

During her two years of teaching and directing at the

University of Texas, Margo Jones began to make definite

plans for her professional repertory theatre. After draft-

ing an outline for her prospective theatre she searched for

an appropriate city in which to place it. Dallas was her

logical choice for several reasons: (1) It was in the

middle of the country; (2) It was a city of wealth; (3)

It was rich in theatre tradition; (4) It was home terri-

tory.32

She informed John Rosenfield, at that time amusements

editor of the Dallas Morning News, of her ambition ad

29Biographical Sketch, Margo Jones Collection.

30Undated Cleveland newspaper article (probable date

would be in September of 1948 when Margo Jones directed

SuMMer and Smoke in that city).

31Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, p. 51.

32
Ibd. p. 52.
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received his immediate support. As a result of his influ-

ence she gained the support of many other people in Dallas.

The city had been decided on.33

Now Margo Jones felt that she needed time to look into

the problem of finance, organization, availability of scripts

and personnel, and existing theatre buildings. With this

in mind she applied for a Rockefeller Foundation grant in

which she outlined her plans for the opening of a profes-

sional repertory theatre in Dallas. The following are

excerpts from the preface of the plan presented to the

Foundation in 1944:

This is a plan for the creation of a perma-
nent, professional, repertory, native theatre in
Dallas, Texas; a permanent repertory theatre with
a permanent staff of the best young artists in
America; a theatre that will be a true playwright's
theatre; a theatre that will give the young play-
wrights of America (or any country, for that
matter) a chance to be seen; a theatre that will
provide the classics and the best new scripts
with a chance for good productions . . .a theatre
to mean more than the Moscow Art meant to Russia,
the Abbey to Ireland or the Old Vic to England;
a theatre that will carry on, but adapt to our
country and time, the ideals of the Stanislavskys,
the Copeaus, the Craigs; a theatre of our time.34

She asked for-a fellowship that would allow her to

spend a year traveling over the United States, studying

theatres, meeting and talking with theatre people, and

3Ibid.,p. 53.

3 Ibid.,pp. 55-56.
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making contacts with young playwrights. The directors of

the Foundation granted her a fellowship. She had spent

less than three months of the fellowship study when an

invitation came to her to share with Eddie Dowling the

directing of Tennessee Williams' The Glass Menagerie on

Broadway. This was an opportunity that she felt she could

not pass up, so she gave up her fellowship and headed for

New York. As she was to say some years later in reference

to this decision:

It seemed to be the wisest procedure to
discontinue the fellowship and go to New York,
for it meant an opportunity to practice what
I had been preaching -- the gaining of exper-
ience in all fields of the theatre. And I
realized that I needed the added training of
a Broadway stage.35

After launching The Glass Menagerie, she returned to

Dallas and almost immediately received a check for ten

thousand dollars from Mr. and Mrs. Eugene McDermott.36

This sum was soon to be followed by contributions from

others in Dallas. The theatre was then officially incor-

porated as a non-profit professional repertory theatre

entitled Dallas Theatre, Inc.37

Ibid.,p. 56.

36Rogers, LUsty Texans, p. 218.

37Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, p. 57.
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The chief complication now was finding an appropriate

theatre building. This problem became so great that the

project slowed almost to a standstill. Margo Jones never

truly left the project, but on two occasions she took a

leave of absence to direct two Broadway productions: On

Whitman Avenue, by Maxine Wood and Joa of L orraine by

Maxwell Anderson and starring Ingrid Bergman.38 Still no

appropriate theatre was to be found in Dallas. Her original

intentions had been to present her productions in a regular

theatre with the conventional picture frame stage, but it

became obvious after an extensive search that no such

theatre was available. Margo Jones was forced once again

to apply her "ingenuity". She began looking for a building

in which productions could be done in-the-round, When Gulf

Oil Corporation offered its exhibit building at the State

Fair grounds where this less demanding playhouse could be

devised, she decided that this was where she would set up

her experimental theatre.39

George Freedley, reflecting on this stage of the

development of the theatre had this to say:

Having found a home at last after two years
of searching, she realized that she would have
to utilize some of the techniques she had

8Ibid., p. 59.

39 Rogers, Lust Texans, p. 218.
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developed in Houston and make them palatable to
an audience which had never known them before.
It was a question of persuading an audience that
central staging could be as exciting, as vital,
and even more enthralling than a play performed
in the conventional fashion.40

Margo Jones engaged Jo Mielziner, the well-known stage

designer, to create out of the exhibit building a theatre

that would be adaptable to as many different kinds of plays

as possible. Mielziner made a theatre with a seating capac-

ity of 198 and a rectangular acting arena measuring 20 x 24

feet. The lighting was concealed in a rectangular grid

above the acting arena.41 Margo Jones then went to New York

to hire a business manager, Manning Gurian, and a company

of eight professional actors. Theatre '47 opened

November 7, 1947, with William Inge's Farther Off From

Heaven.42

The first season she directed and produced five origi-

nal plays and three classics, Among these first new plays,

two were to reach Broadway and eventually Hollywood: Sumer

and Smoke, by Tennessee Williams, and the previously men-

tioned Farther Off From Heaven (better known under the New

York title of Dark at the Too of the Stairs).43

4 0 George Freedley, "Central Staging," p. 60.
41

LAid., p. 61.,
42Vinton Freedley, "Broadway to Dallas," Theatre Arts,

XXXIII (March, 1949), 63.

4 3 william Inge, "Dark at the Top of the Stairs," Theatre
Arts, XXXIX (July, 1955) , 34.
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At the end of the first season Margo Jones presented a

two-week drama festival. The American National Theatre and

Academy sent critics Vinton Freedley, Brooks Atkinson, and

Sherman Ewing to pass judgment on the performances.44 The

critics were duly impressed. The closing line of the ANTA

report in the Theatre Arts magazine was, "Theatre '48 is

no longer 'that incredible experiment in Texas,' but a

highly successful accomplishment.,"45

Margo Jones's theatre continued to gain stature and

attention, not because of its novelty but because of its

over-all high quality of production and because of the

opportunity that playwrights were afforded to see their

plays properly produced. From 1947 to 1955, eighty-five

plays were produced at her theatre; fifty-seven of these

were new plays, and thirty-four of the new plays were per-

sonally directed by her. Eight of the new plays were to

eventually reach Broadway. She directed two of them in

New York herself: Summer and Smoke. in 1948 and Southern

Exposure in 1950.46

44Vinton Freedley, "Broadway to Dallas," Theatre Arts,
XXXIII (March, 1949), 63,

45 "Theatre U. S, A., Theatre '48--Dallas, Texas,"
Theatre Arts, XXXII (Spring, 1948), 55.

46 John Rosenfield, "Margo Jones, '55", Theatre Arts
XXXIX (July, 1955), 78.
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Inherit the Wind, which had first been performed in

her Dallas theatre, was co-produced by Margo Jones and

Herman Shulmin on Broadway in 1955.47 John Rosenfield, Jr.,

stated that the success of Margo Jones's theatre in Dallas

was not necessarily a result of her artistic merit. As a

director of plays, Rosenfield said she was competent, not

great.48 It was because she was a good organizer and great

promoter that the theatre lasted and grew.49 She approached

theatre in a very business-like manner.

At the annual meeting of the American National Theatre

and Academy in 1949, there was an unusual amount of dis-

cussion and debate among the ANTA members concerning the

problem of keeping -theatres financially solvent. When

Margo Jones spoke before the organization, she presented

what she felt to be the reason for and answer to the

problem:

I have just come from Texas. We have found
that one can have the talent of our country work-
ing and have the people of our country coming to
see that talent if we have first class professional
theatre in every town in America. How can this be

47 "Inherit the Wind," Theatre Arts, XXXXIX (July, 1955),
p. 18.

48 Statement, John R. Rosenfield, Jr., Drama Critic,
Dallas, Texas, October 30, 1966.

49 Statement, Claire Rosenfield, wife of John Rosenfield,
Dallas, Texas, November 30, 1967.
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done? We have thousands of people who dream of
having such a theatre but Who don't know how to
run a theatre from a business point of view - how
to meet operating cost every week. I have found
that a theatre requires two en - a theatre
'runner' and a businessman.

Manning Gurian, business manager of the Dallas theatre,

reiterated Margo Jones's professional attitude by saying

that there was no room in the theatre organization for those

who just "loved" theatre, A professional and business

attitude needed to be maintained at all times if the theatre

was to be successful.51

On July 24, 1955, Margo Jones at the age of 41 suddenly

died52 The cause of death was uremic poisoning due to the

accidental inhalation of carbon tetrachloride fumes.5 3 Her

theatre did not close upon her death but continued to pro-

duce under the direction of Ramsey Burch, who had been her

assistant director. But the theatre without Margo Jones

did not live long. The foothold which she had gained for

good theatre in Dallas was to wear away and eventually

disappear altogether by 1959.

50 "Editorials: Subsidies Won't Save Theatre," Saturday
EvenLI Post, 221, No. 47, (May 21, 1949), 12.

51 Manning Gurian, "It Still Takes Economics," Theatre
Art, XXXIV (October, 1950), 52,

52David H. Stevens, ed., Ten Talents in American
Thgatre (Norman, Oklahoma, 1957T p. 276,

53Statement, Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967.
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Frank Whiting reflecting on the reason for the demise

of the theatre and the importance of Margo Jones said:

One of the most successful arena theatres
to date was the Margo Jones Theatre-In-The-
Round in Dallas, Texas, which from 1945 until
the director's untimely death in 1955 was one
of the most exciting theatres in America. The
fact that it was finally forced, to close in 1959
indicates once again that the essential element
in a successful theatre is not the building but
the human being, The success of the theatre-in-
the-round in Dallas was obviously a tribute to
the dynamic and inspiring leadership of Margo
Jones rathgr than the architectural form of the
playhouse.4

Frank Whiting, An Introduction to the Theatre rev.
ed. (New York, 1961), P. 245.



CHAPTER 111

MARGO JONES'S THEATRE ACTIVITIES IN DALLAS

In relating theatre to the community, Margo Jones wrote:

A theatre is part of the community. Likethe school, the church, the library, it has
a function to perform. And if it is a theatreaware of its responsibility to the city, it will
be in continuous contact with other organizations
and institutions.

Her motivation to be in close association with the

community was not completely altruistic. She had a theatre

which had to be filled every night or it would cease to

function. The people of Dallas were the life line, and Margo

Jones wished to be as close to her theatre's source of life

as possible.

One way in which Margo Jones created interest in the

theatre and maintained good public relations with the Dallas

community was by speaking before local organizations. The

American Association of University Women, the Oak Cliff

Society of Fine Arts, The Shakespearean Club, The Dallas

Geological and Geophysical Society, the Dallas County Dental

Society Auxiliary, Miller Women's Group, The Dallas Historical

Society and Dallas Hearing Society2 are but a few of the

Margo Jones, "Libraries Help", Libry Jornal, XLV
(September 1, 1951), 1759.

2kargo Jones, "Lectures Made" file, Margo Jones Collection,
Dallas Public Library, Dallas, Texas.
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many groups of varied levels of sophistication and knowledge

of the theatre that she addressed.

The Kiwanis Club, Lions Club, and Key Club, along with

other businessmen's civic organizations, sought her as a

speaker on an annual basis.3  Since it was the businessmen

in these organizations that largely supported her theatre,

she gladly accepted the engagements.

To prepare future generations for the theatre she spoke

often to youth organizations at churches, the YMCA, the

Dallas Public Library, high schools, and Southern Methodist

University.4

Since her theatre was patronized by many people outside

of the immediate Dallas area, she frequently spoke before

groups in Abilene, Lubbock, Longview, Midland, Fort Worth,

and other Texas cities.5

In these speeches Margo did not necessarily tell the

history of her theatre in Dallas. The topics were usually

tailored to fit the group that she appeared before. For

the high school audience it would be vocational guidance.6

Before the omen's Club she would give a speech and direct

3

4 Lid.

Ibid.

6Letter, Margo Jones to vMother, Dad & Charles (J. H,
Jones) May 6, 1950, iMargo Jones Collection.
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a discussion on the need for resident artists in the com-

munities.7  At the library it would be a study of art in

the film. She was, it seemed, more interested in selling

theatre in general to the community rather than her own

theatre.

Margo Jones found ways other than giving speeches to

encourage the development of theatre in the community.

Several theatre organizations in Dallas owed their existence

in part to the assistance rendered by her. She felt a part

of their movements and cooperated with them when at all

possible.

John Rosenfield, Dallas critic, stated that Margo Jones

helped set up the civic theatre in Dallas. She would loan

theatre organizations props, costumes, equipment, or whatever

was needed to put on their productions. She would often

attend their meetings, and her presence served to build

morale.'

Probably Margo Jones's most outstanding contribution

to community theatre in Dallas was her assistance in the

7Letter, Margo Jones to Family, March 15, 1950, Margo
Jones Collection.

8Margo Jones, "Lectures Made" file, Margo Jones
Collection.

9Statement by John R. Rosenfield, Jr., critic, Dallas,
Texas, January 23, 1964, from an interview by Donald 7vilmeth,transcript located in Margo Jones Collection, Dallas Public
Library.
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establishment and development of the Round-Up Theatre.

This theatre had its inception when a group of Negro citizens

in Dallas desired to found a theatrical organization which

would be an outlet for Negroes with dramatic talent and an'

activity that would also serve as an important step in the

cultural development of their community.

The Negro group met at the Y.M.C.A. and a board was

organized to work toward the establishment of a theatre.

George Allen, a prominent Negro businessman and director

of the Southwestern Business College, was elected president

of the still unnamed organization.10

The group had no experienced personnel, no theatre,

no director, and no money; only a hunger for good theatre

which was largely denied them in the city at that time. The

group presented their problems and desires to Dallas' well-

known dramatic critic John Rosenfield, who after hearing

their intentions and general lack of knowledge in theatrical

matters called Margo Jones and asked her if she could help

the group. Margo Jones, who was in rehearsal for the last

production of the season at her theatre, was immediately

enthusiastic. She invited the group to the preview of the

production, Th I izfli, after which all parties concerned

could get together to discuss the theatrical project. After

lO"New Adventure in Theatre", Round-Up Theatre brochure,
Margo Jones Collection.
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attending the show, John Rosenfield, Margo Jones, and her

business manager, Roy Somlyo, met with the Negroes and helped

them set up their organization plans. The group was formally

named the Round-Up Theatre at the meeting.11 At a later

date the official charter and by-laws were drawn up using

Margo Jones's charter and by-laws as a guideline.12 As the

name implied,. the theatre was to follow Margo Jones's staging

and perform in-the-round,

The Negro group then presented their many other problems

to Margo Jones, and she immediately set to work to solve

them. Facilities had to be found to put on a production.

Margo Jones persuaded the owners of her theatre building,

the State Fair Association, to allow the group to use the

facIlities for one week, rent free, at the end of Margo

Jones's season. 1 3

SInce there were no qualified theatre people in the

Round-Up Theatre, Margo Jones offered her services to direct

their first play without any compensation. Margo Jones felt

that Walls Ris Up, a musical which she premiered at her

theatre,would be an excellent play for the group to perform.

Letter, Margo Jones to Mrs. James Bryne of Curtis
Brown, Ltd., May 23, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.

12
Letter, Margo Jones to C. C. Bunkley, April 30, 1953,

Margo Jones Collection.

'3
Letter, Margo Jones to Charles Jones (brother),

iay 11, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.
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She asked the authors, George Sessions Perry, Frank Duane

and Richard Shannon, whether the Negro group could have the

rights to produce the show royalty free. All three authors

were agreeable to the request and were enthusiastic about

the group's doing the production with an all-Negro cast.14

Many members of Margo Jones's staff were persuaded to

help with the production. Special coaching and assistance

in production was rendered by Ramsey Burch, the associate

director at Theatre '53. James Pringle, technical director

for Margo Jones served in the same capacity with the Negro

group. Charlie Braswell, an actor with Theatre '52, func-

tioned as an acting coach to the amateur actors. Fred

Haskins, production assistant for Margo Jones, handled the

props and set. The accompanist and narrator of the original

production of 2ljJ Q2 consented to serve in the same

capacity for the Round-Up Theatre production. A box office

was set up at McMurray's Book Store, where Margo Jones's

theatre tickets were sold, and was manned by Mary Dolan,

Margo Jones's treasurer. None of the participants in the

theatrical endeavor charged a fee for their services.15

Publicity, which was usually limited for little theatre

productions, was in this case very heavy and widespread. The

14Letter, Margo Jones to Bryne, May 23, 1953, Margo
Jones Collection.

1 5 "Volunteers Galore Help New Project," Daljj Mornian
ie., May 31, 1953.
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local papers ran feature articles and kept the public well

informed of the progress and the opening date. Articles

about the planned production were also to be found in

Variety.16

The mounting of the production was not easy, for there

were many handicaps to be overcome and time was short. Margo

Jones had already postponed her annual duties in New York two

weeks. In all, she invested six weeks of valuable time in

the group. The cast was composed of working people who

could rehearse only late at night and even then it proved to

be impossible to have everyone present for any one rehearsal.

The theatre itself was not available for rehearsals until one

week before the opening night because it was still being used

by Margo Jones's own company.1 7

Margo Jones's duties were split between the two groups.

She would get the Round-Up into rehearsal and then would go

over to her theatre for a short time and then back to finish

the rehearsal.18 The rehearsals usually lasted until 2:00 or

3:00 A.M1 9

Letter, Margo Jones to Bryne, May 23, 1953, Margo
Jones Collection.

17 "New Adventure in Theatre", Round-Up Theatre brochure,
Margo Jones Collection.

18Letter, Margo Jones to Charles Jones, May 11, 1953,
Margo Jones Collection.

19"New Adventure in Theatre", Round-Up Theatre brochure,
Margo Jones Collection.
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A Texas heat wave and the loss of the leading actor a

week before the opening played havoc with the rehearsals, but

Margo Jones's enthusiasm and professional attitude held the
20

production together. After almost six weeks of hard work

the Round-Up Theatre's production of Ialls Rise Up opened for

a six-day run. Financially and artistically the show was a

success. It received favorable reviews in the Dallas news-

papers, and all of the performances were sold out.21 The

Round-Up Theatre ended the short run with a net profit of

$1,258.21. 22

With money in the bank the Round-Up Theatre was now

able to function more independently. Margo Jones never

directed another play for the group but continued to assist

them *in finding facilities for productions, selecting plays,

getting the group reductions in royalties to be paid for

plays they performed, and advice in financial and organiza-

tional matters.

The Round-Up Theatre produced three productions within

a year and remained more than $1,500 in the black.23

20 Ibid.

21Letter, Father Jackson to H. T. Mallon, June 30, 1953;
Margo Jones Collection.

2t"Report on Finance and Operations, Round-Up Theatre",
January, 1954; Margo Jones Collection.

2 Askew Rual, "The Speed of Accomplishment: -A Clue of
Round-Up Success", Dallas Morning News, February 6, 1954.
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The crowning success of the amateur theatre group came

in July of 1954,when they produced the world premiere of

William Saroyan's A Lst jhildL's Fireflies.24  Margo Jones

had always been interested in the Saroyan script and without

much difficulty the play was obtained for the Round-Up

Theatre. Saroyan became interested in the theatre group and

came to Dallas for the production of his play.2 5

With the help of Margo Jones the Round-Up Theatre had

met success, and as its president George Allen said, "The

Negro people of Dallas had accomplished something with a

touch of nobility". 26

Another theatre in Dallas which Margo Jones was instru-

mental in founding was the Dallas Theatre Center. A public

statement by the executive committee of the Dallas Theatre

Center after Margo Jones's death said that the Theatre Center

plans were "a result of Margo Jones's theatre stimulation of

community theatre". The statement went on to say that

Margo Jones did not think of the new center as a rival:

2tRound-Up Theatre program for "A Lost Child's Fire-flies", July 15 thru 18, 1954; Margo Jones Collection.
25Statement by John R. Rosenfield, Jr., January 23, 1964,from an interview by Donald Wilmeth; Margo Jones Collection.
26"New Adventure in Theatre", Round-Up Theatre brochure,

Margo Jones Collection.

27
"Dallas Theatre Center Pays Its Tribute to Margo

Jones", DlflAi Mornins Nwa, July 27, 1955.
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In her broad and generous soul there was no
sense of rivalry but only an expansion of her
community theatrical dream and she was in the
forefront of the organizers of the Dallas Theatre
Center. Let her friends and associates know that
we too feel the loss of an irreplacable coworker
and vital influence.28

Margo Jones was at the first organizational meeting of

the Dallas Theatre Center. At this meeting she formulated

plans with the group and made motions and resolutions by

which the constitution and by-laws of the organization were

established. 29Because of her interest in and knowledge of
the theatre, she was elected a board member.

Robert D. Stecker, who was President of the Dallas

Theatre Center, reflected on Margo Jones's importance to the

organization in an article which was included in the brochure

prepared for the opening of the theatre in 1959, five years

after Margo Jones's death:

To carry out this high purpose, the group
formally organized in January, 1955. The hard
core of this group, plus those who joined soon
after, comprise for the most part the officers
and executive committee of the Dallas Theatre
Center -- their names appearing elsewhere in the
book. One name does not appear there -- that of
the beloved Margo Jones who, after hearing the
purpose of the group at the organizing meeting,
said, "Glory to Betsy, I second the motion. Let's
get started". We did. 3 0

28

Statement by John R. Rosenfield, Jr., January 23, 1964,interview by Donald Wilmeth, Margo Jones Collection.

30Robert D. Stecker, "Recognition of a Need", Q1 a
Theatre Cnter, brochure, 1959.
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Margo Jones must have found special satisfaction in the
plans of the Dallas Theatre Center because it was to offer

in its curriculum dramatic instruction for children. She

had at the outset of her Dallas venture planned to have a
children's theatre to parallel the professional activities.

A plan was drawn up by her for the children's theatre; but

since she was unable to divide her efforts between amateur

and professional, the plan was never put into effect.3 1

Unable herself to fulfill all aspects of theatre in the

community, Margo Jones was anxious to support an organization

that was capable of doing so.

Ironically, the last theatre Margo Jones assisted in
establishing was built on the property which Sylvan T. Baer,
its owner, had once promised to Margo Jones for her flexible
theatre. Also ironic was the fact that the person who was
to have originally designed Margo Jones's flexible theatre

designed the Dallas Theatre Center, Frank Lloyd Wright.

Margo Jones worked constantly to make her own theatre

an activity in which the community participated and she was
successful in doing so. Claire Rosenfield, wife of Dallas

critic John Rosenfield, had the following comments to make
on the enthusiasm that Margo Jones instilled in her patrons:

313'Margo Jones, "Aims of the Dallas Theatre, Inc. InRelation to the Children of the Community", Margo JonesCollection. See Appendix A.
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What Margo did couldn't be translated into
something you put in between hard covers. That
is the reason that the theatre couldn't survive
without her,because she brought this tremendous
flair . . . . She sold the idea beautifully that
the audience was part of an experiment. Because
they were part of an experiment they didn't mind
if a play was bad; they were participating; the
audience felt important. Margo Jones had the
audience convinced that they were doing a public
service.32

The patent remark of the dedicated Margo Jones theatre-

goers was:

I can't have dinner with you tomorrow night,
I am going to Margo's and I hear it's lousy.3

Although it was the wealthy and upper-middle-class that

mainly supported the Margo Jones Theatre, her theatre was not

socially oriented. Not having proper dress did not restrict

one from attending, as had been the case with the old Dallas

Little Theatre and the Dallas Civic Opera.34

The hedonistic support of the more privileged class in

Dallas definitely helped in maintaining her theatre. But on

the other hand it failed to fulfill Margo Jones's desire to

have the general public participating in her theatre. The

cost of admission was, of course, a prohibitive factor.

Margo Jones tried in part to solve this problem by inviting

the less privileged people who were interested in theatre

32Statement by Claire Rosenfield, Dallas, Texas,
November 30, 1967.

3-3Ibd

34Ibd
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to dress rehearsals. The night before opening a production,

the theatre was usually packed.35

Margo Jones's theatre, as popular and well-known as it

was, had the same problems as many groups throughout the

country, that of maintaining good attendance throughout her

season, Although drawing from a city of 500,000, it was a

constant battle for Margo Jones to keep a good percentage

of the 198 seats in her intimate theatre filled.

Margo Jones realized that she would have to do something

outside of her theatre to stimulate an interest in the drama

among the general public if her theatre was to grow and

have permanence.

A way to accomplish the mission came to Margo Jones

through an activity outside the United States. Allen Davis,

Director of the famed Old Vic Theatre in Bristol, England,

was in Dallas and had the opportunity of discussing theatre

with Margo Jones. In the course of their conversation Davis

told Margo Jones of an organization called the Audience

Guild, which for years had been popular in Bristol. The

Audience Guild had proved to be instrumental in maintaining

support for theatre in that city. The Bristol Audience

Guild consisted of a series of lectures each year, sponsored

by the Bristol Old Vic, that informed the public of theatre

activities throughout the world. The result of such lectures

35
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was a well informed public who then had reason to support

the local theatre. Allen Davis suggested to Margo Jones that

she could gain additional support for her theatre and a

general support of theatre in Dallas through a similar

organization.36  Enthusiastic about the possibilities of

such a venture Margo Jones called upon her theatre board and

with their support established Theatre Audience Guild '50.

The purpose of the Theatre Audience Guild '50 was to

present lectures on various phases of theatre activity and

to disseminate information of American and International

Theatre in general and the theatre in Dallas in particular.37

Membership in the Audience Guild t50 was to be open to

all people with the Theatre '50 Board of Trustees forming

the nucleus of the organization. A nominal fee of one dollar

was to be assessed as dues. There was no other financial

obligation on the part of the member.38 The low fee for

membership was tailored to fit the pocketbooks of young people

who were interested in theatre but could not afford expensive

membership. There was also an awareness on the part of Margo

Jones that young people were the supporters of theatre in

the generation to come; now was the time to make theatre a

36Martha Hand,"Theatre '50 Enrolls Guild", Dllas
Moving Nws, undated, Margo Jones Collection,

37 "Theatre '50 Audience Guild", article in theatre
program for Theatre '50 production of LadjWinemere's Lan,
November, 1950.

38Li
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hobby with them.3 Margo Jones envisioned a membership of

about fifteen hundred people in the Guild, thus providing

from the one dollar dues a fund to finance the season's

programs. The fund was to be used to present at least three

lectures each season by outstanding speakers connected with

the theatre world.

In addition to the lectures, Guild members would receive

a monthly newsletter giving information about Theatre '50,

its company of both current and past seasons, what former

members of the company were doing, and general news of the

theatre in America and throughout the world.40

With the strong support of the theatre trustees behind

her and good publicity in the newspapers, Margo Jones's

Audience Guild membership goal of fifteen hundred members

was quickly reached and surpassed.

The Audience Guild's first lecturer was Tallulah

Bankhead. The provocative title of her lecture was "Tallulah

Tells All". The announcement of the famed actress's appear-

ance as a lecturer attracted good press coverage throughout

the nation, primarily because it was to be the debut of Bank-

head as a lecturer.41

39M. Hand, "Theatre t 5 0 Enrolls Guild", Dallas Morning

40 "Theatre '50 Audience Guild", article in program of
Theatre '50 production of Lady ndemere's Fg, November, 1950.

41Adaline McCabe, "Tallulah Lectures in Dallas", Denver
Post, December 6, 1950.
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The "Tallulah Tells All" lecture turned out to be an

overwhelming success. The night she lecturedDallas was hit

w ith sleet and snow, elements that usually cause attendance

to be low, particularly in a Southern city, where the people

are unaccustomed to such conditions. But in this instance,

the citizens were not deterred. McFarlin Auditorium, the

site of the lecture, seated 2,564. The total number of

tickets sold was 2,800. Fifty extra chairs were brought in,

and there were over 100 standees.42

Margo Jones, in agreement with the newspapers' excellent

reviews,4 3 stated that Tallulah had managed to "keep the

audience in the palm of her hand and was terribly amusing."

She also reported that "having her here for two days wore me

to a nub, but it was worth it ,."44

Although Tallulah Bankhead's lecture did not prove to be

especially educational or informative, it did succeed in

accomplishing several goals for the Audience Guild. As shown

by the attendance, the performance had a great appeal to the

general public. Starting the lecture series with a well-

known personage such as Bankhead increased interest and mem-

bership in the Guild and also provided funds which would be

42Letter, Margo Jones to Tad Adoue, December 15, 1950,Margo Jones Collection.

4 3 Clifford Sage, "Another Speaker of the House", Dla
Lims Hr December 6, 1950.

44 Letter, Margo Jones to Tad Adoue, December 15, 1950.
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needed to employ speakers with a more serious and informative

message who would naturally not score as high at the box-

office.

The second speaker to be chosen was George Freedley,

New York drama critic, author, official in the ANTA, and

curator of the New York Public Library Theatre Collection.

Freedley's lecture dealt mainly with the current Broadway

season and touched lightly upon the condition of theatre

throughout America.45 The Qj ring N reported that

the Freedley talk throughout was solidly informative, with

the lecturer drawing from a rich fund of theatrical informa-

tion. While the lecture failed to be highly stimulating,

Freedley did succeed in presenting a full and factual pattern

of the condition of drama at that time.4 6 while not gaining

the audience that Bankhead had, Freedley was able to accom-

plish more of what Margo Jones had intended for the purpose of

the Guild, that being to inform and educate the general public

in matters pertaining to theatre.

The third and last lecturer to be selected to speak

before the Theatre Audience Guild '51 was Rosmond Gilder. The

title of her lecture was "Theatre National-International,'

45Clifford Sage, "Freedley Talks Plays, Plays", PtLs
jjmes Herald, February 26, 1951.

46Clay Bailey, "Critic Scans Broadway '50-'51 Season"Dallas MorninQ News, February 26, 1951.
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Rosmond Gilder was well qualified to speak on the subject,

for her theatrical experience extended beyond national

boundaries. She was the American Representative to UNESCO,

the cultural division of the United Nations Assembly. She

was on the editorial staff of the International Theatre

Institutes' magazine I orld Theatre. She had also worked

with the Voice of America. On the national level, Rosmond

Gilder was also highly qualified. She had been a critic for

and one of the editors of the Theatre Arts Magazine from

1938 to 1948. She had been secretary of the New York Drama

Critics Circle and the National Theatre Conference. She had

also received the Antoinette Perry Award in 1948.

With her vast knowledge of the theatre, Rosmond Gilder

was able to give the people of Dallas a clear picture of the

conditions of drama in foreign countries, on Broadway, and

in cities throughout America. Rosmond Gilder pointed out

during her lecture, much to the pride of the Dallasites

attending, that Margo Jones Theatre had caused a great impact

upon the theatres not only in America but throughout the

world.47

In her Theatre Audience Guild '50-'51, Margo Jones

accomplished what she had intended. The lecture series had

offered the people of Dallas theatre on various levels.

4 7Clay Bailey, "Theatre International National",
Dallas Morningq Ns, April 16, 1951.
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Tallulah Bankhead had brought them in her performance the

excitement and entertainment value of the stage. The Dallas

community, as a result of George Freedley's and Rosmond Gilder's

informative lectures, became more knowledgable of theatre

activities throughout the nation and the world. The end

results of such exposure could not but help Dallas to become

a more theatre-minded city and one that would have more

pride and give greater support to the theatre which it had

in its midst.

In giving of her time and effort to various local

theatre community activities, Margo Jones realized that she

was in fact adding to the growth of her own theatre. Her

philosophy was, the more theatres the more interest and

chances of any theatre surviving. She expressed herself

frequently on the matter by saying that "theatre is just

like watermelon, you can never have too much watermelon and

you can never have too many theatres."4 8

4 8 Statement by Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967.



CHAPTER IV

MARGO JONES'., NATIONAL INFLUENCE AND ACTIVITIES

Margo Jones's activities in and influence upon the

development of theatre extended far beyond the city limits of

Dallas. Howard Taubman, in his book entitled The Making _j

.th. Amerlin Ttcre, stated that the work of Margo Jones
initiated in the 1940's established the pattern to be used

by many theatre companies in the 1950's.1

Alan Schneider wrote that it was obvious that Washington,

D. C.'s Arena Stage Theatre, Nina Vance's Alley Theatre in
Houston, Texas, and the theatre-in-the-round in Rochester,

New York, owed their existence to her example. Her work,

Schneider went on to say, created a snowball effect in

relation to the establishment of regional theatres. 2 The

sudden upsurge of theatrical production groups was in large

part a result of the influence of Margo Jones's preachments

that every city could support a theatre, Her statement that

any city that can't support a theatre has an inferiority

Howard Taubman, jT Making Qf. ;h merican Theatre(New York, 1965), p. 366.

2AKlan Schneider, "A Tale of Two Cities", _ Taents
La .th merican Theatre, edited by David H, Stevens (Norman,Oklahoma, 1957), p. 93.
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complex"3 instilled civic pride and presented a challenge to

the outlying communities to create theatres which were truly

citizen supported.

Ed Mangum, co-founder and first managing director of the

Arena Stage of Washington, D. C., confirmed Schneider's

remarks pertaining to Margo Jones's importance to their

organization. In a letter to John Rosenfield soon after

Margo Jones's death, Mangum stated that it was her work with

Theatre '49 that inspired him to open the Arena Stage the

following year.4

Before opening the Arena Stage, Mangum had flown to

Dallas and studied Margo Jones's theatre and had found its

leader to be a source of encouragement. His partner, Zelda

Fichandler, before the Arena Stage opened, called upon Margo

Jones for advice. Mangum stated that the advice she had given

his partner had been most helpful.6

The Arena, the first New York professional theatre-in-

the-round, was a direct result of Margo Jones's experiment

3Tex McCray and Jinx Falkenburg, "New York Close Up"
NLm X.rk Herad Tribune, 1950 incomplete date on clipping),in Margo Jones Collection, Dallas Public Library.

4Letter, Edward Mangum to John R. Rosenfield, Jr.,
July 25, 1955, Margo Jones Collection, Dallas Public Library.

5Letter, Edward Mangum to Margo Jones, July 23, 1951,
Margo Jones Collection.

6Letter, Edward Mangum to Margo Jones, February 3, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection,
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in Dallas.7 Further influence of Margo Jones upon the New

York theatre came through Marylin Putnam. Putnam, who had

been a member of the original staff of Theatre '47 as a

technical assistant, was later employed by Derrick Lyn-Thomas

and David Heilwell, founders of The Arena. Putnam stated

that she was constantly consulted as to how Margo Jones

would have done things and handled situations.8

University theatres throughout the nation benefited

from Margo Jones's ideas. Two in particular were shown to

be strongly affected by her work. The Stadium Theatre of

Ohio State University held Margo Jones to be the inspiration

for the establishment of their well-known arena theatre.9

The University of Alabama's Town and Gown Civic Theatre,

which showed by its name that it was a joint effort of com-

munity and college, received help on several occasions from

Margo Jones in matters pertaining to organization and play

selection. Through her encouragement the Town and Gown

Theatre adopted a policy of producing original scripts.10

rank Whiting, A_a Introduction t. tLe. Theatre; rev. ed.
(New York, 1961), p. 245.

8William Shapard, "Margo Jones and Her Theatre, 1945-
1959", unpublished master's thesis, School of Drama, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, 1960.

9Letter, Roy H. Brown, instructor, to Margo Jones; undated,
Margo Jones Collection.

10Letter, James Hatcher, director, to Margo Jones,
October 7, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.
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Soon after Margo Jones's death the Alabama theatre presented

a memorial program in tribute to her. For the occasion

1illiam Inge and Robert Whitehead allowed the theatre group
to produce Bus .. p in advance of its general release, as a

memorial to Margo Jones.11  It should be remembered that in

1947, when William Inge was an instructor at the University

of Washington, Margo Jones produced Farther Off Frn H&&xta,

better known as .atk j.te. T tofthe r Sjs, which was the

first step in Inge's rise to prominence as a playwright.

The Mayde Mack Mummers Theatre of Oklahoma City, Okla-

homa was a community theatre that received assistance in

various ways from Margo Jones. The Theatre had its beginning

in the work and ideas of Mayde back Jones, a twenty-year-old

college student from Oklahoma City who was interested in

theatre. She was especially interested in the work of Margo

Jones and hoped to bring to her city a similar civic supported

theatre. She promoted a theatrical company which produced

melodramas. Mayde Mack Jones's efforts were cut short when

in 1949 she was killed in an automobile accident. Her parents,

Mack and Maydelle Jones, unwilling to let their daughter's

theatrical plans also die, organized the Mayde Mack Mummers

as a memorial to her.12

'Letter, James Hatcher to Ramsey Burch, July 26, 1956,
Margo Jones Collection.

12 Letter, Margo Jones to Mother, Dad and Charles,
May 25, 1951, Margo Jones Collection.
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The amateur group presented their first plays in a tent

in Will Rogers Park. They built their own sets, made their

own costumes and wrote their programs out in long hand.

While large in enthusiasm, the group was perceptibly short

in knowledge of the theatre. Being frequent attenders of

Margo Jones's theatre, they called upon her for help and

came to look to her for leadership. A sign of her influence

upon the group was the introduction of theatre-in-the-round

to Oklahoma City audiences when they presented two plays in

the Mirror Room of the Municipal Auditorium.13 In addition

to assisting the group in adapting to the arena method of

production,1 4 Margo Jones worked with Mack Scizm, the

director of the group, in selecting and furnishing scripts.15

As a result of this initial success, The Mummers became the

only incorporated theatre in Oklahoma City.

Like all young theatrical groups, The Mummers were

faced with financial difficulties. In an effort to stem

indebtedness and to establish themselves permanently, the

group made plans to conduct a fund campaign. To spark the

drive, The Mummers called upon Margo Jones., Margo Jones broke

13 Oklahpa C . Advertiser, May 17, 1951.
14

"Expert in Staging to View Mummers," Oklahoma jy
TI.aa, May 21, 1951.

15Letter, Margo Jones to Mack Scizm, June 3, 1952.
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away from her busy schedule and went to work to help make

their efforts successful. She traveled to Oklahoma City and

met with the members of the campaign committee to advise

them on the best methods in gaining necessary funds from the

community.1 6  Having established theatres both amateur and

professional through civic support, she knew the problems

they faced and, most importantly, many of the answers.

Margo Jones became the focal point and spirit of the

drive. In a twenty-four hour period, she did as much as

possible to get the campaign moving. She appeared on tele-

vision and radio and urged the people of Oklahoma City to

support The Mummers. She was the main speaker at a luncheon

to kick off the drive. A book club arranged for her to

autograph copies of her book, Theatre-in-the-Round, which

afforded her another opportunity to speak for The Mummers.

After going to a Mummers' dinner, she attended their production

and at intermission gave a ticket sales speech and encouraged

the audience to give The Mummers financial backing.17 The fund

drive was successful and The Mayde Mack Mummers became a per-

manent theatre organization in Oklahoma City.18

16"Mummers Stage Fund Drive", Oklahoma Cjt Advertiser,
May 24, 1951.

17 Letter, Margo Jones to Mother, Dad and Charles,
May 25, 1951, Margo Jones Collection,

8Statement by John R. Rosenfield, Jr., in interview
with Donald Wilmeth, January 23, 1964, transcript in Margo
Jones Collection.
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It was to be expected, because of the close geographical

proximity, that many Texas communities would be influenced

by Margo Jones's work and would call on her for assistance.

The community theatres of Lubbock and Tyler, Texas, were

inspired and established arena theatres as a direct result

of Margo Jones's successful venture in Dallas.

Margo Jones's participation in the theatre activities

of Houston, Texas, were outstanding and important in the

development of the drama in that city. Her first association

with the theatre in Houston had occurred long before she

established her theatre in Dallas (See pp. 9-15).

Margo Jones's continuing work and influence in Houston

after her departure in 1942 was to be found in Nina Vance's

Alley Theatre. Nina Vance, who had worked under Margo Jones

at the Houston Community Theatre, credited her with seeding

the inspiration that led to the Alley Theatre.19 It should

be remembered that while in Houston, Margo Jones had first

used arena staging with the Houston Community Players.20 In

the years to come Nina Vance was to use the same type of

staging in presenting her productions at the Alley Theatre.

Nina Vance, in a letter to Margo Jones, stated that she had

benefited from the advice Margo Jones had offered on various

19Virgil Miers, "On the Scene", DallTime HLrald,
June 24, 1960.

20Margo Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, (New York, 1965),
p. 49.
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occasions and had learned many things pertaining to arena

staging from Margo Jones's book, Thea.tre-in-the-Round: "I

do congratulate you, not only for all you have done for arena

theatre, but for having the will to share your knowledge of

it to the advantage of all that work in it" It was

through the advice of Margo Jones that Nina Vance came to

produce original plays at her theatre.

In 1952 Nina Vance, not yet having the fame of Margo

Jones, was having a difficult time in getting original scripts.

Well-known agents were somewhat hesitant to send scripts to

her. Nina Vance called upon Margo Jones for assistance in

persuading agents to send her fresh material.22 Using her

influence, Margo Jones wrote to agents in California and New

York, requesting that they supply her friend in Houston with

original scripts. She furnished Nina Vance with new plays

from her own script department and also her personal criti-

cism of the plays and how she felt they could best be

produced.23 Nina Vance and the Alley Theatre's affection

and respect for Margo Jones and the gratitude for the helping

hand she extended to them on many occasions while the theatre

was struggling for existence was shown in'the following

21
Letter, Nina Vance to Margo Jones, May, 1951, Margo

Jones Collection.

22 ho

23 Letter, Margo Jones to Nina Vance, May 29, 1951,
Margo Jones Collection.
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speech, made opening night at the ninth anniversary of the

Alley Theatre in 1956, a year after Margo Jones's death:

On this happy occasion of the Alley Theatre's
ninth birthday and world premiere of a new play,
this theatre breaks its custom of no curtain speeches
to pay tribute to a woman whose influence is felt
in this community, the state, in the nation, and
internationally, wherever lights go on in theatres
tonight. She was a woman of courage, dedication,
force, imagination and vision. The late Margo
Jones, whose Theatre '56 stands as a tribute, knew
the long path between ambition and achievement,
and by the single purposeness of her life made
that road easier for actors and playwrights in
America today. Because of her achievements, her
influence, and our personal affection, we lovingly
dedicate this performance to her memory.

Were she here, she would wish no solemnity.
To the Alley Theatre she would say 'Happy Birthday.'
To each of her old friends, 'Hi, Baby.' To the
new playwright, 'Good luck.' Send to each member
of the au jence, 'God Bless you, have a wonderful
evening.'L

Margo Jones's most outstanding inspirational event in

the theatre of Houston came through her association with

Joanna Albus and the Houston Playhouse Theatre. Throughout

Margo Jones's days with the Houston Community Theatre, her

most faithful and inventive associate was a young actress

named Joanna Albus. The two were considered the driving

force behind the venture.

When Margo Jones went to the Pasadena Playhouse in 1943

to continue her study of directing, Albus went along as an

actress. When Margo Jones had the opportunity to co-direct

"Alley Theatre Opening Night," 9th Anniversary Speech;August 28, 1956, copy in Margo Jones Collection.
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Tennessee Williams' The Gaii Menagerie on Broadway, it was

Joanna Albus that she called in as her aide. They worked

together on various other projects, including the Broadway

productions of On hitman Avenue and Jon of L oji% which

Margo Jones directed. When Margo Jones was establishing her

theatre in Dallas, it was Joanna Albus who worked as her

chief assistant.

As soon as the theatre was established, Albus left the

Margo Jones company. After several years of working in

theatres throughout the nation, Albus returned to Houston

and became a partner in The Playhouse, the first theatre ever

built for professional theatre-in-the-round. After several

years of successful productions The Playhouse faltered and

financial difficulties forced a close.25

Albus, on her own, attempted to reorganize The Playhouse

as a civic non-profit theatre so that it would be possible

to re-open. Having little funds to operate with, her attempt

seemed futile. At this point Joanna Albus called upon her

old friend and past associate, asking for advice on what to

do. Margo Jones came up with a solution: a benefit performance

at the Houston Playhouse with the Margo Jones company per-

forming at no cost. 2 6

25Hubert Roussell, "Lights On: Playhouse Returns toService as Theatre Sunday Night", HUtn Posj, August, 1954.

26 Letter, Margo Jones to Muriel Kirkland, September 4, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection.
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Margo Jones, who was in production, cancelled the

coning Sunday's performance (Albus had called on a Wednesday).

The members of the cast, at the persuasion of Margo Jones,

met with the actors' union and made an agreement for them to

donate their services. 27

Arrangements were made for a Dallas oil man to pay for

the transportation to Houston. She and the cast arrived in

Houston in time for a quick run-through and a few hours later

presented their production of Sea C William Case,

During intermission Margo Jones stood before the audience

and called upon the people of Houston to support the Playhouse

Theatre by buying season tickets. The response to her

request was good. Margo Jones had secured through her

efforts the ways and means for Joanna Albus's Playhouse to

reopen its doors.28

Hubert Roussell, drama critic of the Louston Pot, called

the event "one of those small miracles that supposedly happen
only in Hollywood dramas about theatre folk". 29  Commenting

on the proportion of Margo Jones's theatre spirit and

loyalty, Roussell said:

27Hubert Roussell, "Lights On: Playhouse Returns toService as Theatre Sunday Night", Houston Post, August, 1954.
28 Letter, Margo Jones to Muriel Kirkland, September 4, 1954,Margo Jones Collection.

29Hubert Roussell, "Lighst On: Playhouse Returns toService as Theatre Sunday Night", Hujston L , August, 1954.
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Goodness knows there is nothing new in theidea of a theatre benefit. They have been givenbytactors since the time of Shakespeare and before.But I can think of no case in which one theatreseeking to aid another and for the sake of dramaitself, nas closed its own doors and shipped offits production to serve the needful establishmentmore than 250 miles away . . . . The Playhousethen and Houston itself, owes Miss Jones fullhonors and gratitude. She is a real credit tothe theatre spirit -- and bless her.3 t

Margo Jones's own comments reflected none of the praise
that had been heaped upon her or any mention of the hardships
that the event had placed upon her and her company. "It
was", she said, "a terribly happy experience for us .
vie had the time of our lives., 31

In a letter to Mable Duke, Theatre '47-'55 public

relations agent, a member of The Playhouse company summed up
Margo Jones's importance to theatre in Houston and more
specifically The Playhouse Theatre:

everybody realizes that the Playhouseis really her child for she started the wholething and taught everyone of us all we know abouttheatre-in-the-round, so she is Mama - it is ahard bite for a few to chew and swallow, but it
is true and everybody recognizes the fact. Thatis a good thing . . often credit isn't givenwhen it is due. 2

30Hubert Roussell, "Lights On: Playhouse Returns toService as Theatre Sunday Night", IHouston Po.aa,6. August, 1954.
31 Letter, Margo Jones to Muriel Kirkland, September 4, 1954.
32Letter, Betty Green to Mabel Duke, May 24, 1954,Margo Jones Collection.
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Surprisingly, theatre organizations which had gained

stature and prominence long before Margo Jones became

established, called upon her for advice. Gilmor Brown of

the Pasadena Playhouse, at the request of the theatre's

Board, asked her how advisable it would be for community

theatre, especially their own, to follow her program of

producing a number of promising new scripts.33 The reply

which she delivered to her one-time mentor (she had both

studied and directed at the Pasadena Playhouse) reflected

her philosophy of theatre and the important role community

theatres played within the philosophy:

I believe with all my heart that a theatre
is never stronger than the quality of writing
produced by said theatre. I believe with all my
heart that if we are to have great writing we must
produce new scripts. I believe that if all of us
all over the country had a policy of producing
great plays and classics with emphasis on the new
scripts, we would be working toward the possibility,
and I believe the reality, of a golden era of
theatre in our country and in the world.

From a very realistic, and I will use the word
commercial, point of view of making operating
cost which is necessary, I believe it is smart to
be idealistic, I am convinced that people love tsee the creation of new works for the first time.3

While established theatre groups like the Pasadena Play-

house called upon Margo Jones for her advice on particular

problems in operation, there were many others who requested

33Letter, Gilmor Brown to Margo Jones, July 9, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection.

34Letter, Margo Jones to Gilmor Brown, July 12, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection.
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of her complete information on how to open and operate a
theatre. Her correspondence to these emerging theatre
groups and people seeking advice had a noticeable absence of
platitudes. While she was in favor of theatre everywhere,
she did not give encouragement to plans which she felt were,
for one reason or another, impractical. Margo Jones felt
that her general policy could be accepted anywhere. Beyond
that she would not give advice pertaining to the opening of
a theatre unless she knew the city in which the theatre was
located. Each city had its own particular problems and
individuality; that which would work in Dallas would not
necessarily work in Memphis. 3 5

Many of the people who called upon her for advice were
full of enthusiasm but lacked a practical knowledge of the
theatre. One person presented to her a lengthy plan for the
establishment of a professional theatre in Taos. She
answered with a very long and very detailed letter which
took apart each step of his plan and showed to the best of
her ability why she felt that no part of the plan would work.

Realizing the damage she might have done to the aspira-
tions of the highly idealistic person, Margo Jones ended the
letter with an explanation for her "harsh" criticism:

It is evident that from your letter that allour essential philosophies are different except one,and that is we want to get good plays anywhere we

35r Letter, argoJones to Geroge Touliastos, '1ril 16, 1955,Margo Jones V-ollection.
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can and that is a good way for us to be similar . .
I have written this letter in this vein out of

my complete heart and honesty since I can't talk
with you. I could have written you this letter
"Dear Ben Traver, thank you so much for your good
letter. I want to wish you all kinds of success
on the plan that you are working on. I'm sure
you'll do a grand job and I'm sure I will. I'm
so busy it's impossible for me to do anything
about working with you but believe me you have
all of my best wishes. Cordially, Margo Jones'.
That is a letter I could have written you and it
might have made you feel better. I was trying
real desperately to be helpful.36

Margo Jones's willingness to offer assistance and

encouragement and to share her ideas with others in the

theatre brought about a perceptible change in the pattern

of theatre in America. The true value of Margo Jones's work

was stated by Allen Schneider:

The success of each new venture helps the
next and the next. And ten people with Margo's
drive and organizational gifts could perhaps
remake the theatrical pattern of the continent.37

Without her gifts the Dallas theatre folded. But the

continuing advance of the Arena Stage and the Alley Theatre

and others with whom she shared, showed that her ideas did

not die with her but have continued to be applied by other

talented theatre people.

Activities with Theatre Organizations

As expected of someone who was interested in strenghten-

ing the theatre throughout America, Margo Jones alligned

36Letter, Margo Jones to Ben Traver, November 23, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection.

37Schneider, "Tale of Two Cities", p. 93.
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herself closely with national and regional theatre organi-

zations. Her first association with a theatre organization

came in 1939 when she joined the National Theatre Conference.38

The National Theatre Conference, under the leadership of such

luminaries in college and community theatre as Hallie

Flanagan, E. C. Mabie, Frederick McConnell, Alexander

Drummond, Sawyer Falk, and Barclay Latham, worked collec-

tively to serve the non-commercial theatre. By 1941, she was

a member of the executive board of the National Theatre Con-

ference.39 Margo Jones attended and helped establish a new

constitution for the National Theatre Conference at the 1946

convention.40

Her main function in the National Theatre Conference was

the encouragement and development of new playwrights. With

Edward Reveaux, Sawyer Falk, and Hallie Flanagan, Margo Jones

established the New Play Project Committee. To achieve their

goal of encouraging and developing new playwrights, a service

was set up whereby scripts could be received, acknowledged,

read carefully by several readers and brought to the attention

of members of the National Theatre Conference and other

38Margo Jones, "Biographical Sketch", 1944, Margo Jones
Collection.

39Margo Jones Biographical Sketch, 1944, Margo Jones
Collection,

40 "National Theatre Conference Minutes, 1946 Convention",
copy located in Margo Jones Collection.
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producing organizations.41 After Margo Jones established her

theatre in Dallas, she maintained close contact with the New

Play Project and funneled any available plays into her own

script department, thus giving the new script an additional

reading and a better chance for production. This close

liason between the two script departments resulted in the

suggestion that the National Theatre Conference Play Project

Committee merge with the Dallas script department.42

Margo Jones was responsible for many theatre persons

receiving financial aid from the National Theatre Conference.

One playwright of particular interest, for whom she worked

to secure a fellowship, was an instructor at Vashington

University in St. Louis, VWilliam Inge.43

After becoming established in Dallas, Margo Jones,

through John Rosenfield, became interested in the affairs of

the Southwest Theatre Conference. The Southwest Theatre

Conference, a strong organization, dealt mainly with community

theatres and colleges and was dominated by the colleges which

had the money and facilities. While not directly related to

her professional work, she showed enthusiasm for the

41 "Meeting of the New Play Project Committee of the
National Theatre Conference", April 6-7, 1945, copy Margo
Jones Collection.

42

43Letter, Margo Jones to Hallie Flanagan Davis,
November 18, 1948, Margo Jones Collection.
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Conference because she felt their work encouraged decentral-

ization of theatre.44 The Conference was also found to be

another source of new plays for her theatre. Although not a

dominating force, Margo Jones participated in almost all of

their annual conventions as a speaker and panel member.45

Margo Jones's interest and work in the organization was

culminated in her being selected to serve as president of

the 1955 Conference in Dallas. She died before the Conference

took place and John Rosenfield assumed the presidency.46

Other theatre organizations in which Margo Jones

functioned to a limited extent were the American Educational

Theatre Association, The Southern Speech Association, and

the Southeastern Theatre Conference.47 She associated her-

self with these organizations mainly in the capacity of a

speaker and in the exchange of scripts. She showed a special

interest in the American Educational Theatre Association

activities in children's theatre.48

44Statement, Claire Rosenfield, wife of John Rosenfield,November 30, 1967.

45Ibid.

46

47Letter, Samuel Selden to Margo Jones, February 21, 1948,Margo Jones Collection.

48"Children's Theatre Conference Report", AETA 4th AnnuC hildren'S Thear Caference, September 14, 1949, Margo
Jones Collection.
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Of all theatre organizations, margo Jones was most

active and gained most stature in the American National

Theatre and Academy. The American National Theatre and

Academy, ANTA, was nationally chartered by the Congress of

the United States in 1935. Troubled conditions in the world

and an on-rushing war prevented the ANTA from getting

started. It was not until 1946 that a few individuals

actively occupied in theatre picked up the moribund charter

and gave it new impetus.49 Margo Jones was present for the

reorganization and activation. On December 16, 1946, at the

request of the Board of Directors, she became a corporate

member of the ANTA. 0 Her acceptance into the organization

came in part from the insistence of John Rosenfield that

community theatre should be represented in the New York

theatre dominated organization

It did not take long for the ANTA members to recognize

the dynamic force among them. Margo Jones lacked the sophis-

tication of most members of the group. While she was not,

said Claire Rosenfield, "a scholar in the theatre in any

sense of the word, her practical knowledge of theatre,

49
"Draft of Proposed Statement, ANTA Its History andIts Structure", August 1U, 1951, Margo Jones Collection.

50
Letter, George Freedley and Lawton Campbell to MargoJones, December 16, 1946, Margo Jones Collection.

tStatement, Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967.
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tremendous enthusiasm, dedication and unique approach to
theatre was unique enough to gain her stature".52

Her dedication to the organization in its earliest and
most trying years resulted in the ANTA stating that it was
Margo Jones along with Theresa Helburn, George Freedley,

Roger Stevens, and Helen Hayes that "led the way to a new
and great National Theatre in our land". 53

In 1948 she was elected a board member and second vice-
president of the ANTA. She continued to hold the position
of vice-president for the years 1949 and 1950. She remained
a board member until the time of her death in 1955.54

Lawton Campbell expressed the opinion of many of the
ANTA Board Members when he said that Margo Jones could make
the most contribution of any board member pertaining to

regional theatre .W ith the exception of a few, the board
members of ANTA were held to New York by their profession
and as a result had a difficult time understanding the
problems faced by communities throughout the nation. For this
reason Margo Jones had a large numbet of obligations in this
vast area thrust upon her,

Statement, Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967,argo Jones Collection.

ClANTA", undated brochure, copy located in Margo JonesCollection,

F4ANTA File, Margo Jones Collection.
55Telegram 3Lawton Campbell to Margo Jones, Margo JonesColletion, May 3, 1951.
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She was sub-chairman of the ANTA Regional Theatre

Committee in 1951.56 She was, along with John Rosenfield,

the delegate representing professional theatre at the 1950

ANTA-NTC National Theatre Assembly.57 The purpose of the

National Assembly was to create in the ANTA a true repre-

sentation of all regions of the United States thus moving

some power into theatre organization outside of New York. It
effected a reorganization of ANTA on representative and more

democratic lines, in fact, an effort to decentralize theatre

in America.58

Showing a definite interest in the development of

children's theatre in the community through her work with

the AETA-ANTA Children's Conference, she was elected in 1953

to serve for three years on the National Board of Directors

of the ANTA Community and Children's Theatre Panel,5 9

A regional-oriented department of the ANTA on which

Margo Jones served continuously for five years was the

National Theatre Service. The National Theatre Service was

established to offer universities, communities, and

56Letter, Margo Jones to ANTA, April 24, 1951, Margo
Jones Collection.

57 "Southwest Theatres in National Assembly," Dallas
Manija Uau, December 12, 1950.

S8 "ANTA," undated brochure.

59,Letter, George Freedley to Margo Jones, March 27, 1953,Margo Jones Collection.
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professional groups architectural and technical advice. ANTA
had persuaded top men and women in the various technical
fields to make themselves available as professional consul-
tants, The National Theatre Service also served as a
clearing house for job information. Extensive files of all
varieties of qualified theatre personnel were made available,
either by mail or interview, to any theatre which had an
opening to be filled. Space was provided in New York for
auditions and interviews.60

In 1951, Margo Jones was appointed chairman of the
National Theatre Service.61 Although she had to resign from
her position due to a lack of time,6 2 she continued to work
closely with its acting director, Elizabeth Burduck, until
the Service was terminated in November, 1953.63

As in all theatre organizations, Margo Jones worked very
closely with the Script Service Department of the ANTA. She
helped to form the Script Service in that she was responsible
for Loisette Roser being placed as Head of the department.64

664

0"ANTA"undated brochure.
61*ANTA Board Meeting Report", November 5, 1951, copylocated inMargo Jones Collection,
62 Letter, Margo Jones to Christian Westphalen, ANTA,October 24, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.
63 Letter, Elizabeth 'Burduck to Margo Jones, October 19, 1953,Margo Jones Collection.

6Margo Jones, "New Script Project", unpublished reportto Rockefeller Foundation, 1951, copy located in Margo JonesCollection.
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While primarily interested in regional theatre, Margo
Jones also worked closely with the ANTA programs in New
York, in particular the ANTA Playhouse and Play Series.65

Her interest in this area prompted the Greater New York
Chapter of the ANTA to ask her to become a member of their
Board of Directors.66

She was able to be fairly active in the local chapter
because when her theatre season closed in Dallas each year,
she traveled to New York City and took up residence until
the next season.

As a member of the New York Chapter, she continued to
function in many of the same ways as she had on a national
level, such as giving speeches and participating in forums
which discussed the problems facing the theatre on a nation-
wide level.67 One project that she participated in that was
of significant importance to New York was the planning of a
permanent resident repertory ANTA Company in New York.
Although she would not live to see this company become a
reality, Margo Jones was present when the motion was first

65"Minutes of the Executive Committee of the AmericanNational Theatre and Academy" New York, June 25, 1951,Margo Jones Collection,

66Letter, John Dearborn Lucas, Secretary New YorkChapter ANTA, to Margo JTones,,December 5, 1952, Margo JonesCollection,,,
67 Letter, Helen Hayes to Margo Jones, August 13, 1953,Margo Jones Collection.
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placed and at that time had plans available to initiate

action on the project.68

As in any large organization bureaucracy and personality

conflicts created problems in the ANTA. Margo Jones worked
fast on many occasions to surmount these barriers. Following
an ANTA Conference at which Margo Jones gave an address, the
ANTA Steering Committee drafted a letter in which they

praised her excellent handling on the speaker's platform of

the problems at hand. In their closing remarks they summed

up her importance to the ANTA:

One thought comes to our minds and that is,had we more Margo Jones's we would not have to
meet in Congress to solve our mutual problems;
there wouldn't be any.69

The New Script Project

Margo Jones's primary consideration in her theatrical

activities was the playwright. "The question", she said,

"of what comes first, the theatre or the play, is like the
chicken or the egg question. I say the play comes first

70 We need progress, and the seed of progress in
the theatre lies in the new plays." 7 1

68"Minutes of Greater New York Chapter, Inc., BoardMeeting",, September 28, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.
69tetter, Morton Baum (Chairman, Steering CommitteeANTA), to Margo Jones,, March 7, 1949, Margo Jones Collection.
70 Margo Jones, Theatre-in-the-Rond, (New York, 1965),

p. 15.

71 p. 25.
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The limitation of theatre houses on Broadway and the
increasing habit of community theatres producing only
Broadway successes, forced the responsibility of finding and
nurturing new playwrights upon a limited number of organi-
zations such as Margo Jones's.72  Margo Jones was of the
opinion that there was a wealth of new material to be found.
In her book, Thare .i.mp , she expressed her dissat-
isfaction with theatre groups that made little or no effort
in this area and, in plain terms, she told them what could

and had to be done:

Too many people are saying, 'I'll do a newplay if I can find a good one'. Certainly youmust find a good one, but this attitude is notgood enough. The plays can be found if you lookhard enough. And if you take the violent standI have spoken about, you will feel obligated tosearch and search and search until the scriptsare discovered. I have a belief that there isgreat writing in America today and that much ofit has not yet been unearthed.73

To find the dramatic material that was still buried,

Margo Jones formed the New Script Project. Since there was
a definite limitation upon the number which could be produced
by her company, a surplus of plays soon accumulated in her
script department. By using her script department holdings
as a base, Margo Jones formulated a plan to serve not only

72Margo Jones, "New Script Project", unpublished reportto Rockefeller Foundation, 1951, Margo Jones Collection.
7 3Margo Jones, TheatrL-ip-the-Round, p. 25.
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the needs of her theatre but many others throughout the
nation.74  It was her intention through the New Script Project
to gather all sources of plays under one clearing house, a
system which would give equal opportunity to each play sent,
whether it had been channeled through a university, agent,
organization, or individual.75 To implement such a large
scale plan, it was necessary to expand her present script
department. She called upon the Rockefeller Foundation for
financial assistance. Commenting to the foundation on the
desirable ends of her project, Margo Jones said:

I believe our job is to formalize what isalready taking place in such a way as to get asmuch information as possible to as many dramagroups in America as possible, because only throughthe production of new scripts (preferably, ofcourse, professional productions) can we hopefor a golden era of the theatre, because tetheatre is only as strong as the quality ofwriting . . . . It is the individual play-wright we want to help. This is what we believe.76

The project seemed to have had merit, for the Rockefeller
Foundation on at least five separate occasions saw fit to
furnish grants of $2,000 or more to defray the expenses
involved in such a large venture.77

74Margo Jones, "New Script Project".
75

76

7Rockefeller Foundation File, Margo Jones Collection.
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Each play received by Margo Jones's New Script Project

Department was read at least once by a member of the staff.

After reading the play, all pertinent information was

recorded, ie, type of play, number of acts, scenes, number

of characters, sex of characters. A synopsis of the play

was written followed by comments pointing out its merits,

faults, and special problems that might be met in production.

The above information was then filed alphabetically according

to the title of the play for future reference.78 The play-

wright or agent who sent the play was then written and was

usually given one of two replies. If the play was good, the

script department requested to hold the play for possible

production at Theatre '47-155 or another competent theatre

to which they would refer the play. If the play was not

good, it was sent back to the playwright or agent accompanied

by a letter of thanks for sending the script and usually

comments as to why they felt the play was not suited for

production.79

Margo Jones's source of supply for fresh material was

unending. She was furnished with a list of all members of

the New Dramatist Committee. She wrote to each of them

requesting new scripts and received many. Among those who

7 8New Script Files, Margo Jones Collection.
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sent scripts were William Inge, Sigmund Miller, A. B.

Shiffrin, Theodore Apstein, Horton Foote, and Maxine Wood.80

The Play Department of the ANTA and National Theatre

Conference gave Margo Jones complete cooperation through

discussion and exchange of scripts. Her being a Board Member
and a member of the Executive Committee of the ANTA worked

to her advantage.81

In New York, Chicago, and Hollywood she was in constant

contact with the leading dramatic agents, including such

prominent producing organizations as The Theatre Guild, Play-

wrights Company, and Rogers & Hammerstein.8 2

In her playscript search, Margo Jones found that other

sources outside of New York were available and fruitful.

Father Frank Hartley at Catholic University, Kenneth MacGowan

at The University of California, George Savage at UCLA, and

the University of Chicago all furnished Margo Jones with the
vast numbers of scripts that they received each year. Gilmor
Brown of the Pasadena Playhouse and Jasper Deeter of the
Hedgegrow Theatre were in constant touch with Margo Jones in
matters pertaining to new scripts.83 Through the American

80Margo Jones, "New Script Project".

81

82

83
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Educational Theatre Association she was able to tap the

wealth of plays written in numerous universities throughout

the nation.84

Many plays came from outside the United States. She

received scripts from South America, Australia, the Orient,

a large number from England, and translated scripts from

other parts of Europe.85

The New Script Project, in numbers, was successful.

More than eight thousand plays were analyzed and made

available for production to theatre organizations other than

the Margo Jones Theatre.86

As a result of the intensive and organized search for

scripts, Margo Jones made it possible for many plays to be

produced which otherwise would have been lost in what

Tennessee Williams referred to as the "limbo of the

libraries."87 Through the unification of all new play

scripts sources under one clearing house, strength was given

to the individual playwright.

84

85~

86 Letter, Ramsey Burch to Charles B. Fahs, April 11, 1956,
Margo Jones Collection.

87 Letter Tennessee Williams to Margo Jones,December, 1956, Margo Jones Collection.



CHAPTER V

NATIONAL THEATRE PLAN

Margo Jones stated at the beginning of her book

Theatre-in-the-Round:

The dream of all serious theatre people inthe United States in the middle of our twentiethcentury is the establishment of a national
theatre, in which playwrights, actors, directors,
designers, technicians, and business managers
can find an expression for their art and craft
as well as earn a livelihood, and which will
provide audiences with beautiful plays.1

Margo Jones, being a serious theatre person, shared

this dream of a national theatre and worked constantly to

make this dream become a reality.

She had come to Dallas with an idea, a dream for a live

theatre. She realized the fulfillment of that dream and in

doing so had developed a new one: the hope that similar

projects would grow up in other cities across the nation.

She was aware of the dangers that faced the life of

drama in a country where the majority of theatrical activity

was restricted to a single geographical location. In a

speech in New York honoring the American National Theatre

and Academy, Margo Jones said:

A nation's drama will shrivel and die from
intensive centralization. Good theatre entertainment

. Margo Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, (New York, 1965),
p. 3.
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must be made available to people outside the
narrow confines of Brgadway if the American
theatre is to thrive.

Margo Jones's efforts to move theatre into communities

throughout the nation caused John Chapman, drama critic of

the , X2. ..jl , to proclaim Margo Jones as 'the

leader of decentralized theatre in the United States"..3

There must be some clarification of the word "decentral-

ization", in reference to what she wanted for theatre. The

establishment of many theatres away from Broadway was not

just what Margo Jones desired. Her concern was with quality

rather than quantity. Margo Jones wanted strong theatres:

theatres that would put on excellent plays supported by

competent actors, directors, and technicians. She saw no

reason for starting a theatre that would not be an asset to

the performing arts:

My concern is not just in a lot of theatres
but in good theatres. As much as I would like tosee 500 first-class professional theatres in America,if they were no good I would rather see 3 good
ones.4

I want to state very firmly that I believebad theatre is worse than no theatre at all.

2"Margo Jones Speaks Before Town Hall Club", D 41Mora Ng , April 22, 1947.
3John Chapman, "Mainly About Theatres: Salute to MissJones", jla Mgnia _jg , November 3, 1954.
4Letter, Margo Jones to Ralph Kettering, June 20, 1949,located in Margo Jones Collection, Dallas Public Library,

Dallas, Texas.

5Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, p. 12.
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While feeling that amateur theatre producing groups

were important to the encouragement of drama, she stated

that a national theatre could only be established on a

professional level. Not by traveling road shows or summer

stock could national theatre become a reality but by pro-

fessional repertory companies performing the year around

with the support of the individual communities firmly behind

them.6

Reflecting upon this need for professionalization in

theatre outside of New York, Margo Jones told an audience

when she was establishing her theatre in Dallas, "We are

children of the little theatre movement, but we have out-

grown that era."7

It cannot be interpreted from her plans for decentral-

ization that she wished to destroy that which existed on

Broadway. Her intentions were to simply free the theatre

from the restrictions that Broadway had inadvertently placed

upon itself. When asked by a national magazine if she

believed off-broadway productions to be more creative, she
answered with the following remarks which pointed out the
problems of a Broadway-dominated theatre and offered solutions

6Letters, Margo Jones to Faye East, November 7, 1948,Margo Jones Collection.

7 'Margo Jones Plans for Dallas Theatre", Mri
, May 2, 1945.
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to the existing problems in theatre throughout the nation:

No, I do not believe that Off-Broadway isnecessarily more creative than Broadway theatre.I think that a theatre is creative in relationshipto the quality of the plays and quality of pro-duction. The most creative work in America todayis being done on Broadway because our economicset-up makes it possible to hire the topnotchtalent of the world in New York. The potentialityof creativeness of Off-Broadway is enormous. Dueto the fact of the heavy production cost onBroadway, many plays of great artistic worth donot get presented. In time creative jobs of equalvalue can be done in every large city in America.Repertory playing, which is so far impossible inNew York, is more creative, I believe, than thelong-run method of playing. I do believe that apermanent company is more creative than a companyhired for one production. I do believe a companyof actors working together over a season can do amore creative job than actors who are hired forindividual plays. I am sure that a completelyprofessional repertory theatre set-up on a non-
profit basis tends to have an opportunity to worktoward creativeness more than it would if it wereweighted down with a completely commercial set-up.8

Tennessee Williams, an admirer of Margo Jones's work
and a proponent of her plan to decentralize theatre, was
somewhat less tactful in expressing his remarks to Margo
Jones on the existing conditions in theatre and the plight
of the playwright under these conditions:

Dearest Margo: Your letters are always "abeaker full of the warm South"' I am more andmore keenly interested, all the time, in theprogress of important theatres away from New York.There is something so awful about the finality ofa Broadway production under the present scheme ofthings. One is so dreadfully at the mercy of a

8Letter, Margo Jones to Tom Curtis, January 21, 1948,Margo Jones Collection,
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handful of men to display such an alarming lack of
steady, definable standards. Great success of things
like , - as QLQdl, and all the fuss made
over English importations that bore the be-Jesus
even out of those who like poetry as much as I do.
If one happens to run against the particular cur-
rent of the moment, in this particular, very
regional and provincial locality called Broadway,
he is boxed down like a Punch or Judy and a play
which may have come ardously but truly to life
after a long struggle of two years or more is
pitched off the professional stage into the shadowy
half-world of the non-professional little theatre
here and there about the country and the limbo of
the libraries. What is ANTA doing about it? It
looks to me like ANTA is just another old Auntie!
It is a convenient shop-window for stars to show
themselves to exactly the same crowd under just
about the same conditions. It is just another
Broadway enterprise as far as it has demonstrated
up till now. I do hope most passionately that you
are serious about the national idea you were dis-
cussing when I last saw you. You are the person
for it. I think you can give your personal excite-
ment ahd fire to such a project and infect the
whole country with it, and I think you should
devote yourself to it, even though it may mean a
temporary absence from Dallas or a division of your
labors there. You should set up an office, probably
here, get a full-time staff including the best pub-
licity people and barn-storm about the country, pre-
senting the idea and selling it to key people in
all the cities where a theatre of this kind belongs.
It would, I feel, have a profound effect on the
whole cultural life of the nation which seems to be
sinking into something almost worse than oblivion
with the outlets of expression nearly all in the
same old repressive hands. It would give the theatre
a real new lease on life. Then any work of truth
and vigor would have ten chances instead of one to
reach the hearts of people that could respond to it.

I write this in a mood of personal anxiety about
my own work but it is more than that. Do you realize
that there is scarcely a newspaper, magazine, radio
or TV station or cinema in the whole country that
doesn't represent practically the same old tired,
blind, bitter and dessicated attitude toward life?
The Big Time Operators are all one guy and those
are the qualities of him. So don't forget your
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youth and the crusading spirit of it! I would bevery happy to take the stump with you when you are
ready to start.9

Not to be one to preach for something without presenting
a blueprint with which to make changes in the existing con-
ditions, Margo Jones created a national theatre plan. "I am
not interested in dreams without action she said, "I will
be patient no longer. I have a definite plan for the future." 10

Prior to initiating her national theatre plan, Margo
Jones came into contact with many efforts by other people to
decentralize theatre in America. In 1945, Horace Shiddlapp

of New York offered a prize of one thousand dollars for the
best formulated plan for raising funds to finance an American

national theatre. Schiddlapp asked actress Blanche Yurka to
form a committee to judge the entries. Yurka selected a
committee made up largely of New York theatre persons,

including Sherman Ewing, George Freedley, Basil Rathbone,

Howard Reben and Lee Simonson.11  Yurka also selected Margo
Jones who was, at that time, in the planning stages of her

theatre in Dallas.12 Yurka felt that few people could bring

9LetterTennessee Williams to Margo Jones, December, 1950,located in Margo Jones Collection.
10Jones, Teare-in.the-Round., p. 187.
110A National Theatre", YU Tii, September 13, 1945.
12Letter, Blanche Yurka to Margo Jones, August 22, 1945,Margo Jones Collection.
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such practical knowledge to the project as Margo Jones.1 3

While serving on the committee, Margo Jones was able to
peruse seventy-six financing plans for a national theatre.14

Other national theatre plans which were being scruti-
nized during the late 1940's and the early 1950's were
Forrest C. Haring's "Graduate Theatre Plan", Paul G. Anglin's
"Proposal Plan for 200 American Cities", and Ralph Kettering's
"Kettering Plan."

Forrest C. Haring submitted to ANTA in 1945 the "Graduate
Theatre Plan" which called for the establishment of touring
companies which would have a home-base in New York and would
play on the road to colleges.15

Paul Anglin's "Proposal Plan for ANTA Annual Subscription
Series for 200 American Cities" suggested that a central
office create touring companies and that each of the two
hundred cities, which the touring companies would visit,
raise ten thousand dollars to support the touring companies.16

13Letter, Blanche Yurka to Margo Jones, September 15, 1945,Margo Jones Collection.

1 4 Letter, Margo Jones to Blanche Yurka, January 31, 1946,Margo Jones Collection.
15 Forrest C. Haring, "Graduate Theatre Plan", submittedto the American National Theatre and Academy, 1945, MargoJones Collection.

16 Paul C. Anglin, "Proposed Plan for ANTA AnnualSubscription Series for 200 American Cities", 1949, MargoJones Collection.
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Ralph Kettering's plan, like Anglin's called for a
subscription-supported national theatre.17

Margo Jones was able to study each of the plans. Anglin18

and Kettering,19 seeking an opinion, personally submitted

their plans to her. None of the plans were found to be

practical by Margo Jones. While not approving of the majority
of the plans with which she came into contact, the exposure

to them must have furnished her with information and ideas
which she used in formulating her own plan.

In her projected national theatre plan, all of the

theatres' to be created would have to abide by four basic

policies:

1. Complete professionalization
2. Production of only new plays and classics, with

emphasis on the new plays
3. A permanent resident company for the entire

season
4. A minimum28f three weeks of rehearsal time for

each play

With these fundamental principles in mind, Margo Jones's
plan was to create twenty theatres modeled after her theatre
in Dallas. To see that the policies were being observed, a

17Ralph T. Kettering, "Kettering Plan", 1949, MargoJones Collection.*

18Letter, Margo Jones to Paul Anglin, February 27, 1952,Margo Jones Collection.
19Letter, Margo Jones to Ralph Kettering, June 20, 1949,Margo Jones Collection.

20Jones, Th Lt -i-th-Rud, p. 190.
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policy maker (Margo Jones), would set up an organizational

and executive center for the project in New York.

From New York, with the offices established, Margo Jones
would then choose the cities for the theatres. The requisites

would be these:

1. The city must have a population of over 100,000.
2. Cities already with, excellent forms of theatre

would not be chosen.
3. The theatres would be geographically scattered

throughout the United States.2 1

The next stop would be the choosing, by her, of capable

professional theatre people to be managing directors for each
of the theatres.22 She constantly emphasized the importance

of having experienced and dedicated theatre people in these

management positions. "From my point of view," Margo Jones

states, "the real problem in regard to National Theatre is
solely a problem of leadership. If we had a hundred capable

managing directors who were willing to take a stand in a

hundred large cities in America, I think it might be possible
to have a hundred professional setups."23

The importance of first class leaders in each community

far outweighed, in her opinion, the importance of having

21Letter, Margo Jones to Roger L. Stevens, April 30, 1951,Margo Jones Collection.

22 Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round. p. 193.
23Letter, Margo Jones to Ralph Kettering, June 20, 1949,Margo Jones Collection.
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available money for the project; "Any first class leader",

she stated, "can raise enough money in any given town."24

"There has got to be a leader, a boss, somebody that you have

confidence in, somebody who is a slave driver, who will keep

going no matter what."25

Margo Jones, in stating the above qualifications needed

for a managing director, was mirroring her own practices in

establishing her theatre in Dallas. Murray Schumach of the

.N Xi Iim commenting on the calculated methods of Margo

Jones said, "They (the board members) found that the woman

with the snub nose and freckles who turned on the Southern

Belle flattery and helplessness was the same one who pounded

desks in board meetings that somehow became revival meetings

to get Margo Jones a theatre."26

John Rosenfield, the Dallas critic, reflecting upon the

strength of her position as managing director, stated that

"Margo Jones ran her theatre more autocratically than

Catherine ran Russia." 2 7

24

25Letter, Margo Jones to Margaret Tompkins,
December 4, 1947, Margo Jones Collection.

26Murray Schumach, "Texas Tornado Hits Broadway", Kn
YXZ TiMs, October 7, 1948, Volume 1, p. 60.

27 John Rosenfield, "Margo Jones: Theatre Pioneer", KU
X~gxkurn , July 30, 1955.
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Margo Jones realized that the managing directors would

have to be people not only with an artistic mind but also

people with a business mind; people with the imagination,

tact, energy, and ability to deal with the community, the

theatre company and the mounting of productions equally well,
The next step in her national theatre plan was for her

to go to each of the twenty selected cities and, with the
managing director, create a nucleus for a board of directors.28

For a non-profit theatre organization to succeed, Margo Jones
pointed out that the board members would have to be selected

from the community in which the theatre was to be built;

members of the community would not contribute to a campaign

fund headed by outsiders. The board had to be a cross-

section of the community: doctors, lawyers, teachers,

financiers, merchants - respected and responsible members

of the community.29

Along with the benefits to be derived from having a

board representative of the community, there were also dangers
in such an organizational set-up. Margo Jones warned that a
board of directors could be extremely dangerous unless well
handled, "It is always disastrous," she said, "for the

board of directors to have any power in the artistic end of

2 8 Jones, ibs&tjnflahe- n, p. 194.
29 Letter, Margo Jones to Robert T. Gaus, May 6, 1948tMargo Jones Collection.
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the theatre." 30 The managing director must at all times

control what went on within the theatre. The function of

all parties concerned in a theatre project was expressed

well in a letter from Margo Jones to Robert Gaus, who was

attempting to establish a theatre in Minneapolis upon the

lines prescribed by Margo Jones:

If your entire board meets once a year and
gets a report from you, your executive committee,
that is sufficient, . . . I do not think that you
will find your executive committee necessary for
advice because I think it is imperative that your
management know more than a non-theatre person
could possibly know. If you need your executive
committee for public reasons or to help stir up
interest someway, good enthusiastic souls can be
of great value. I never take anything to an
executive committee that I do not know positively
that the answer will be 'yes'. In fact I do not
ask them for an answer except O.K. Nothing should
ever be open for discussion because even several
non-theatre minds would never be able to agree.31

The success of a well established relationship between

management and the board of directors was to be found at

Margo Jones's theatre in Dallas. The failure to follow

this policy could also be found at her theatre after her

death. Rual Askew, drama critic for a Dallas newspaper,

stated that the demise of the theatre was largely due to

the fact that "the board of directors and its professional

artistic-business management got more and more involved.

Letter, Margo Jones to Margaret Tompkins,
December 4, 1947, Margo Jones Collection.

31 Letter, Margo Jones to Robert T. Gaus, May 6, 1948,
Margo Jones Collection.
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into the deadly rat race of 'who's boss' that plagues

national theatre projects everywhere." 32

Once the board was established, facilities for theatre-

in-the round would be selected. Arena staging was to be

used rather than proscenium for economic not artistic

33reasons, Margo Jones pointed out the importance of having

the location chosen before money was raised, physical evi-

dence of where the people were putting their money.

Finally the fund raising committee would be established

and the campaign begun.34 But before the start of the fund

raising campaign a budget was to be established for the

planned theatre. The initial sum of money needed for each

theatre of the twenty theatres in her plan was forty thou-

sand dollars.35 In her opinion, it was wise to have enough

money to finance the entire season before the theatre

opened; then there would be no possibility of closing down

half-way through the season. She was not of the belief that

a new theatre could start and operate through its most

difficult season by the sale of tickets alone.36 It was not

32Rual Askew, "On Stage and Off: Slaughtered or
Revered, Era is Dead", fli s Morning News, December 6, 1959.

3 Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, p. 194.

34Ibid.,p. 194.

Ibid., p. 194.

36 Letter, Margo Jones to Mrs. George W. Boyce,
January 15, 1950, Margo Jones Collection,
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expected, Margo Jones stated, for the members of the board
to contribute to the campaign. She doubted if the board

members would remain board members if this form of support

was demanded of them.37

Margo Jones forewarned that as the plans for the

theatre moved into the fund-raising campaign, the danger of
deserting the non-profit set-up for the sake of gaining

financial backing to open the theatre would increase. To
prevent such an action, it would be the duty of the board
of directors, under the direction of Margo Jones and the
managing director, to draw up a charter stating the theatre's

aims and creating the newly formed group as a non-profit

organization. Margo Jones had numerous reasons for wanting

the theatres in her plan to be non-profit.

Objections to other forms of financing were expressed

in a letter to Ben Traver who was planning to organize a
professional theatre in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and sell stock

for financial support:

I cannot see where there is anything practicalin relationship to the selling of stock. You playfor the box office in this situation. Obviously,there is no possibility of anybody making any moneyin such a set-up . . . from your point of view orfrom my point of view. Therefore, the smartestmethod as far as I know to set up a permanent pro-fessional theatre is the non-profit set-up. Thismeans that all of the people who give you the moneyto set the theatre up get the money that they give

37Letter, Margo Jones to Bob Gaus, May 6, 1948, Margo
Jones Collection.
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taken off their income tax. The money will be a
straight outright gift. After the money is given,
it should be up to you to make the operational
cost of your theatre from then on. . . . If you
are selling stock to anyone, giving them the idea
that they are going to get any money back on their,
investment, then I am sorry, dear, but you are
being dishonest because it is impossible if you
intend for your theatre to progress. Also, it is
just simply not smart because financially if you
are set up on a non-profit basis your whole tax
situation will be much in your favor which you
will find will help you tremendously.

Should you have the so-called stock owned set-up
that would mean that the people who own stock
would have partial control. The moment that your
stockholders have partial control, you're a dead
duck. The moment that you have any of your own
staff or company members as part owners of your
theatre they will be in a position to dictate in
one way or another the policy. This is a very
dangerous and, from my point of view, impractical
situation. . . . Certainly you should have complete
control of the theatre and certainly they should
not dictate policy to you, but whoever pays the
piper often calls the tune, and so reversing this
I might say that the person who calls the tune had
better be the person who pays the piper and I might
say he's going to,38

The next step would be for the managing director to

ready the theatre, according to pre-planned architectural

drawings, hire a staff and start producing according to the

basic policies of the national headquarters.39

To gain the community support for the theatre, Margo

Jones suggested that ways could be found to have prominent

theatre personnel in New York function as advisory directors,

Letter, Margo Jones to Ben Traver, November 23, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection, Dallas Public Library.

39
Jones, Thatre2-jn-thg-Rgjund. p. 196.
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thus, giving prestige to the project. This, Margo Jones

felt, would give added confidence to the people in the

community that their theatre was important and that it was

to be permanent. She was of the reasoning that New York

people could also be of great assistance to the theatre

company in establishing further plans and in other advisory

capacities. It was emphasized by Margo Jones that these

advisors would not be present at the theatre since it was

important for them to continue what they were doing in New

York. Also emphasized was the fact that "these people are

not to contribute to this project financially.1"40

In relation to this advisory director plan, she was

seemingly trying to accomplish several goals. She realized

the importance of having the support of the New York theatre

people if her plan was ever to work. Among other things,

they could be a source of plays, personnel, and facilities

needed in New York for casting by the managing directors.

She appeared also to be making a play for the help of the

American National Theatre Academy, which although chartered

to be national in scope, tended to limit its activities to

the New York area.

Margo Jones wanted the support of the New York theatre

establishment and showed very plainly that she did not wish

to alienate them. On the other hand, by emphasizing that

40 hIg.,pp. 196-197.
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"it is important that these people continue what they are

doing" and that they "are not to contribute financially to

this project," it was clear that she wanted to keep them at

arm's length from the internal functionings of the theatre.

She did not wish for her twenty theatres to become spring-

boards for Broadway. Margo Jones loathed the word "try-out."

She felt that it was not a healthy or sound theatre attitude.

"A play," she said, "should be done because it is good and

can be done well." 41 "I do not believe that you want to do

a production anywhere to try it out to see if it is good

enough for somewhere else. "42 Margo Jones wanted their

support but not their control.

With her national theatre plans presented, she was now

ready to implement it. I have "never rolled my sleeves

up," she said, "without getting the cooperation of theatre

people and civic leaders everywhere. I have faith and con-

fidence that a project like this one will merit their

cooperation.43

With this attitude, Margo Jones progressed toward the

establishment of national theatre in the United States.

Ibdp. 198.

42letter, Margo Jones to Charles Blake, January 14, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection.

4 Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, p. 200.
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"If we succeed in opening the operations of thirty theatres

like ours," Margo Jones said referring to her theatre in

Dallas, "we won't need Broadway."44

With her national theatre plan formulated, Margo Jones

began working to gain support for the venture.

As a means of informing the nation of her grand scheme,

she went under contract with the Columbia Lecture Bureau.45

As a lecturer she concentrated upon getting speaking engage-

ments at institutions where she must have felt enthusiasm

for the national theatre plan would run high. Some of the

institutions at which she presented her message were the

Universities of Alabama, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Cornell.46

While the schools could offer vocal support for the project

and could produce talent to help implement the national

theatre plan, they could not furnish funds to initiate such

a project.

To gain the financial support, Margo Jones called upon

prominent individuals in the theatre. In a letter to pro-

ducer Roger L. Stevens, who associated with endowment

44 John Rosenfield, "Margo Jones: Theatre Pioneer" .YJak Lima&, July 30, 1955,
45Letter, Margo Jones to Roger L. Stevens, April 30, 1951,

Margo Jones Collection.

46Letter, H, D. Albright to Margo Jones, December 6, 1951,
Margo Jones Collection.
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organizations, she requested the sum of twenty-five thousand

dollars over a six-month' s period to lay the ground work for

six theatres which would serve as a base for the eventual

twenty theatres in her plan., The money requested was to be

used for establishing the central office in New York and

traveling expenses to the six cities.47

Stevens was not responsive to the plan. The decision

was probably based on the realization that the twenty-five

thousand dollars requested would have been only the first

of many grants to underwrite such an enormous undertaking.

Margo Jones worked with the American National Theatre

and Academy to formulate a national theatre plan, 48 but

differences of opinion on what would be the most effective

approach and the inability of the organization to gain

support from a foundation resulted in little or no progress.49

San Francisco Theatre

Unable to get the response she had hoped for from

individuals, organizations and foundations, Margo Jones in
1952 changed her procedure for the establishment of a
national theatre in America.

47Letter, Margo Jones to Roger L. Stevens, April 30, 1951,
Margo Jones Collection.

48 Letter, Margo Jones to Ralph Kettering, June 20, 1949,
Margo Jones Collection.

49Letter, American National Theatre Academy to Margo
Jones, September 24, 1954, Margo Jones Collection.
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Instead of approaching the plan on a large scale, with

the establishment of several resident professional companies

simultaneously, she began concentrating her efforts on a

theatre project in one city, San Francisco. When asked why

she had chosen San Francisco, Margo Jones said that the city

had a theatre-minded audience, her proof being that San

Francisco had for the last few years been guest to more road

shows than any other city in the United States.50 The existing

conditions seemed to show Margo Jones that San Francisco had

a need for a permanent theatre. Her association with that

city had started several years prior to 1952. In 1946

there had been an attempt to establish permanent theatre in

San Francisco. The effort to accomplish this endeavor was

embodied in an organization called the San Francisco Theatre

Association. The reasons for establishing a theatre and

what kind of theatre it was to be were described in a

pamphlet distributed by the organization.

San Francisco has a fine symphony orchestra,
distinguished artists, galleries and museums.

San Francisco is the Ballet, Opera, and
Dance center of the West,

San Francisco produces at a high cultural
level all arts except theatre.

San Francisco needs a resident professional
theatre.

50
Hortense Morton, "Play by Play", ja Francs9

Examier, August 16, 1952.
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The San Francisco Theatre Association will
function continuously with a paid professional
staff of actors designers, technicians, dancers,
and musicians.51

The pamphlet went on to say that the theatre would be

non-profit, would offer scholarships, awards to playwrights,

produce classics and new plays, and would have a touring

company.52

The policies of the planned theatre, it should be

noted, were very much like those set down by Margo Jones

for her theatre in Dallas. The similarity did not just

happen but was due to Margo Jones's influence upon the

1946 San Francisco Theatre Project.

The board of directors of the San Francisco Theatre

Association in October of 1946 wanted Margo Jones to come

to San Francisco and help them in establishment of the

theatre.53

Being deeply involved in the beginning steps of her

theatre in Dallas, she was not able to journey to San

Francisco, but she was still able to assist them in many

ways. She kept abreast of their progress and on several

51"San Francisco Theatre Association", pamphlet, copy
located in Margo Jones Collection.

52

5Letter, John Jennings to Margo Jones, October 23, 1946,
Margo Jones Collection.
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occasions wrote to John Jennings, their managing director,

giving him advice and counsel on the many problems which

the organization was encountering. She gave the San

Francisco Theatre Association a complete set of instructions

on how to set up a professional repertory company.54  She

was partially responsible for John Jennings receiving a

Columbia Foundation grant which enabled him to carry on

work on the theatre project. She also attempted to acquire

funds for him through the Southwest Theatre Conference.55

The theatre progressed to the point where they were

planning to open in a few months. John Jennings requested

at that time that Margo Jones select twelve plays for the

first season, a request which she fulfilled.56

Optimism was reigning and San Francisco's professional

repertory theatre was about to open. But then there was an

unexpected turn of events. Suddenly the plans for the

theatre stopped progressing. By the first month of 1947

the project had lost its drive and was fast losing support

from the community. The main problems were the failure to

'54Letter, Margo Jones to Marion Stebbins (SFTA),
October 13, 1947, Margo Jones Collection.

,)-Letter, John Jennings to Margo Jones, October 21, 1946.
56' Letter, John Jennings to Margo Jones,

November 18, 1946, Margo Jones Collection,
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find a proper location for the theatre and John Jennings's

inability to contribute all of his time to the project due

to the lack of funds for his own support and the theatre

project. Margo Jones, reflecting on the problems that were

harrassing John Jennings, had these comments to make to

him:

I am hoping that you have not let this dis-
courage you and that you have been able . . . to
keep your office open. I am sure that if we had
a chance that we could sit down and talk for hours
to our mutual advantage, since we both do under-
stand these serious problems confronting anyone
who makes an effort to organize a theatre on a
really distinguished basis. I believe that each
project of this kind has much in common, but on
the other hand, I am sure that the individual
and the city implicated in these problems present
different challenges and must be met with the
experience of the leader in relation to the
problems of the city. All I can say is don't
let anything stop you. It's going to take us
both a long, longtime . . . I am sure many
years to open the kind of theatre we insist
upon .*.7. I hope we can help each other in
the future.o

within a year Margo Jones opened what was to be the

first of many successful seasons at her theatre in Dallas,

but John Jennings's San Francisco Theatre Association

folded completely.

Margo Jones's close association with the abortive

attempt to establish a theatre in San Francisco must have

played an important part in her choice of that city as her

57Letter from Margo Jones to John Jennings,
October 21, 1946, Margo Jones Collection.
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first step towards a national theatre. With a good know.

ledge of the conditions in San Francisco and still flushed

with the outstanding success of her theatre in Dallas,

Margo Jones began laying down plans for the future in San

Francisco.

Margo Jones did not turn to foundations for support of

the San Francisco theatre project. It can be assumed that

she feared the same response that she had received from her

"Twenty Theatres" plan. She called upon members of the

board of directors of her theatre in Dallas to help her in

establishing in San Francisco the first of many theatres

across the nation. This plan, being much smaller in scope

than the idea of setting up many theatres at one time,

received a good response from the Dallas group.

Dallas citizens responded by contributing money to the

project and also by helping Margo Jones to meet and talk

with influential members of the community in San Francisco.

Eugene McDermott, president of the board of Dallas Theatre,

Inc., contributed one thousand dollars towards a San

Francisco theatre organization fund.5 8 Harry Lee Stuart,

another board member prepared letters of introduction to

the Mayor of San Francisco and two other prominent figures

5 Letter, Margo Jones to Roger Stevens, November 21, 1952,Margo Jones Collection,
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in the business community.59 Angus G. Wynne, Jr., board

member and Texas financier, made contacts with the San

Francisco real estate board to assist her in finding an

appropriate location for a theatre when she arrived in

San Francisco.60 DeWitt Ray, another board member, presi-

dent of the National City Bank of Dallas, called upon

James L. Lockheed, president of the American Trust Company

in San Francisco, to help her in her plans.6 1 These are but

a few of the citizens of Dallas who assisted in selling

Margo Jones's vision to people with influence and money

in San Francisco prior to her actual trip to the city to

begin the establishment of the theatre.

At the time of her departure an extra word of encour-

agement came from W. Edwin Verbecke, executive director of

the San Francisco Community Theatre who said in a letter to

Margo Jones:

We are anxiously awaiting your arrival. You
will never know how much your services are needed

We want you here and we need you . .
If there is any way the community groups can serve
you, let us know.62

5 Letter, Harry Lee Stuart to Margo Jones,
January 14, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

60Letter, Angus G. Wynne, Jr., to Margo Jones,
June 16, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

6tLetter, DeWitt Ray to James L. Lockheed,
July 18, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

6 2Letter, W. Edwin Verbecke to Margo Jones,
August 18, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.
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This San Francisco theatre group had enough foresight

to realize that the presence of a permanent professional

company in their city would not hurt but benefit the non-

professional groups in the community. This offer of

support from an important segment of the community in San

Francisco must have given Margo Jones an extra boost and

incentive. When Margo Jones had started her theatre in

Dallas, the once famous Dallas Little Theatre had been

instrumental in many ways in the initial success of the

theatre.63

Immediately upon her arrival in San Francisco, Margo

Jones met with the press and the critics in the Bay Cities

area. Wood Sloane of the Oakland Tribyne described the

setting and the attitude of Margo Jones and the critics:

Miss Jones who is a very direct and forth-
right person is standing by her guns, or was
standing by them on Friday last, when she set
herself up as a luncheon target for the San
Francisco Dramatic Critics Council, the occasion
being one of those 'meet the press deals' to
discuss her plans for a new theatre in San
Francisco. . . . It was an old fashioned ordeal
by fire but I must say that Miss Jones emerged
unscathed, although she probably had to take a
sedative for her nerves after the last of her
hecklers wiped gff his chin and left Room 6024
at the Palace.

6 3Statement by Ludi Mai Goode, Dallas, Texas,
February 2, 1967.

64Wood Sloane, "Margo Jones Tells Critics Why She Will
Invade San Francisco", Oaklnd TjjbUnj, August 16, 1952.
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Pessimism on the part of the critics was to be expected.

Several other theatre projects had been started in San

Francisco and had come to nothing. It was also difficult

for the people of San Francisco to comprehend Margo Jones's

idealism, "Why is she, as one Bay area newspaperman said,

"quite willing to work for $500 or less a week when she

could earn $5,000, at least, as a Broadway producer w. as a

matter of fact I don't get it either - as the saying

goes - but the fact remains, she is."65

John Rosenfield, Dallas critic, summarized the reaction

of the press corps to Margo Jones and her plans for San

Francisco:

Margo Jones may not have reared a new theatre-
in-the-round in San Francisco yet, but she has the
seed planted. A large and legible sign, figuratively
speaking tells where.

In another word, her visit to the Golden Gate
last month was not quiet. She gave interviews and
she submitted to a reportorial quiz at a luncheon.
And she got headlines, big ones

Of greater interest to us (Dallas), however,
was the newspaper space that Margo grabbed and how
prominently Dallas figured in it. This was true of
the total of the press, consisting of the San
Flai Chroniln, Qai Bulletia, Exaain.x t ,and the Qfklnd Tibunt. Margo Jones was identified
immediately as founder and managing director of
'the famous Dallas Th tre 52' which appeared to
have been sufficient.

65 i

66John Rosenfield, "Margo Jones in San Francisco",
DAlla4&Monin9g. 29g, September 5, 1952.
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"She is to Texas Theatre what Neiman Marcus Company is

to Dallas storewise, This is no mean compliment,"6 7 wrote

Fred Johnson in the CAj-jUlleJJ. Hortense Morton of the

EXAmintr wrote enthusiastically that "Margo Jones, who put

Dallas on the map theatrically speaking due to her theatre-

in-the-round known as Theatre '52, is flirting, well, maybe

it's a real love affair with San Francisco4 68

In summary, the press reaction to Margo Jones and her

project was one of respect for her past work but also one

of restraint in reference to her idealism. As Wood Sloane

of the Okljnd tibgne commented:

.While Miss Jones may be a little over-
enthusiastic about the purpose and place for
theatre in the American Way of Life, it mu
be admitted that she knows her way around.0

With the newspapermen informed of her intentions,

Margo Jones went about San Francisco visiting the various

people with whom her business friends in Dallas had arranged

introductions and contacts. The meetings with these prom-

inent people in San Francisco was brief and in some cases

on a strictly social level. It was not her intention on

this trip to deal in depth with her project. On this trip

67Fred Johnson, an Fracisc Q&J1-BQulfin,
August 16, 1952.

68Hortense Morton, Sjn faAQ4&Q aExaMiar,
August 16, 1952.

694ood Sloane, "Margo Jones Tells Critics Why She Will
Invade San Francisco", Oakland Tribune, August 16, 1952.
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she only planned to make her presence and her theatre plans

known. "Honey", she told a news reporter, "first you've

got to let people know what you're doing so they'll have

confidence in you; then you've got to do some professional

fund-raising and, finally, you've got to put on good shows." 70

The professional fund-raising and the work toward the

opening of the theatre would have to wait until the coming

November because of other duties she had to perform in New

York and Dallas.

The press recorded her departure with the following

remarks:

She (Margo) . . . will return here in early
November to go to work, Not that she'll be idle
in the weeks between. Last night she flew to New
York where she'll do a TV show. Then she's got
'three or four lectures and a couple of more
television shows lined up -- that's my eating
money' (1

Margo Jones, in referring to her TV appearances as

"eating money" was dealing in half-truths. The appearance

did offer her funds which she needed, but the main purpose

was to give her exposure in a medium in which she was

planning to expand her activities. Paralleling the San

Francisco project, Margo Jones was involved in plans to

establish a national TV network program of dramatic pro-

ductions by new playwrights originating from Dallas, an

Thatein Steif, "Margo Jones Plans San Francisco
Theatre-in-the-Round", _S AnFrangciscQ eggg, August 16, 1952.

71
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area of her work which will be discussed in depth in another

part of this paper. It should also be remembered that Margo

Jones had to continue with the planning of her upcoming

season in Dallas. Her work with the ANTA with which she

had several positions would also take much of her time and

effort between August and November. There was no time for

idleness.

The news of Margo Jones's plan to establish a theatre

in San Francisco quickly spread to theatre communities

throughout the nation. Between August and November of 1952,

some two thousand actors from all parts of the country

applied for jobs at the theatre that was yet to be built.

Some five hundred to six hundred original play-scripts were

submitted to her in the hope of being produced when the San

Francisco theatre opened.7 2 Technicians, directors, scene

designers by the hundreds wrote asking for admittance to

the non-existent theatre. Along with the usual just-out-of-

college applicants there were those who had much experience

and success in the theatre and were anxious to participate

in a venture that had such high ideals. One of the most

outstanding applicants was the renowned scenic designer and

theatre historian Mordecai Gorelik, who, in asking for an

opportunity to design or direct for a production in the

72"Theatre-in-the-Round for San Francisco", San
Francisc Chroniclm, December 6, 1952.
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San Francisco theatre, said, "I am writing you in case you

wish to consider my services for your new theatre in San

Francisco. It sounds like the kind of thing to which I

would like to give the best I have to give."73 Margo Jones

was gratified by the tremendous response to her planned

theatre. At this time, Margo Jones had not requested any

personnel or plays for her new theatre. In the latter part

of November, 1952, soon after opening her season in Dallas,

she returned to San Francisco with the intent of staying in

that city until the theatre was opened. Her deadline for

the opening was to be no later than mid-February, "But,3"

she interjected while telling her plans to the San Francisco

press, "I am not going to open until I am financially,

theatrically and in every way guaranteed that I can stay

open."74 Her explanation for the failure of past endeavors

in San Francisco was simple: "bad management. "

During the second trip to San Francisco, Margo Jones

went into greater depth in outlining her plans to the press.

The objectives were:

1. That the theatre would be all professional,
paying equity scale or more. All actors would
be paid the same amount. There would be no
star system.

7 3Letter, Mordecai Gorelik to Margo Jones,
February 6, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.

74Jack Loughner, "Theatre '53 Headed for San Francisco",
Aa frajgs aChrgOnil, December 6, 1952.
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2. That it would produce only brand new plays
and classics, in a ratio of six new plays to
two classics for each eight-week season.
Thus the development of original playwrights
would be stressed.

3. That it would have a permanent resident
company operating the year around.

4. That it would devote three weeks rehearsal
to each play.75

The theatre, Margo Jones stated, would use arena staging

with a seating capacity of three hundred. The actors and

administrative staff would number twenty persons.76 The

cost to open would be thirty-five thousand dollars. Margo

Jones would divide her time equally between her Theatre '53

in Dallas, San Francisco, and her New York productions.

Jonathan Seymour would be the resident director of the San

Francisco Theatre. The latter mentioned was a member of

Margo Jones's production staff for several years in Dallas

and was presently directing plays and pageants in California

and Arizona.77 It was also planned for James Pringle,

technical director at the theatre in Dallas, to shift his

responsibilities to the new theatre in San Francisco.78

75"Theatre-in-the-Round for San Francisco", .A
Francio Chrnigle, December 6, 1952.

76Jack Loughner, '"Theatre '53 Headed for San Francisco",
.an ExraciA jj, December 8, 1952.

77 Sam Zolotow, "Margo Jones Branches Out", j Yxk
Te, June 9, 1952.

78 Statement by James Pringle, October 6, 1967.
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Along with a definite outline for her theatre and news

of the tremendous response from actors, directors, and

playwrights, Margo Jones was able to show the people of San

Francisco a reason for supporting her project. Superior

Judge Eustace Cullinan, Jr., of San Francisco, a prominent

figure in the community, consented to be Acting Chairman of

the San Francisco Organizing Committee.79  Judge Cullinan

was the brother of Jerry Cullinan, who was one of the board

members of Margo Jones Theatre in Dallas. Unknown to the

press at this time, the law office of the father of Judge

Cullinan was drawing up a charter for San Francisco '53.

Also, unknown was that James Lockheed, President of American

Trust, had promised one thousand dollars to the organiza-

tional fund.80 With the help of the San Francisco real

estate board, Margo Jones was able to investigate in a

matter of a few days some seventy-five possible locations

for the theatre.81

On December 15, 1952, an important step was made in the

establishment of the San Francisco Theatre. Margo Jones

79Jack Loughner, "Theatre t 5 3 Headed for San Francisco",
.S rnriscoK gi, December 8, 1952.

80Letter, Margo Jones to Jonas Silverstone,
December 6, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

81 "Theatre-in-the-Round for San Francisco", a
FxancisAco 2 riQjj, December 6, 1952.
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announced to the press that Theatre '52 - '53 of San

Francisco had been chartered by the state of California.82

The type of theatre as stated in the charter was to be a

non-profit and professional theatre. All earnings of the

theatre would go back into the theatre. There would be no

distribution of gains to any member of the corporation. The

purpose for the establishment of the theatre was to improve

and develop the talents of writers and theatre artists

through productions which would have educational and cultural

value to both theatre workers and public.83

The Charter and the By-Laws of the theatre (copy

located in Appendix B) followed very closely those which

had been drawn up for Margo Jones's theatre in Dallas. As

in the Dallas Theatre By-Laws, the managing director would

be a member of the board. Margo Jones was, of course, to

be on the board.84 Margo Jones had succeeded in selling

to the directors her idea of what the purpose of the theatre

should be and how it should be organized.

Progress continued at a fast clip. The American Broad-

casting Company, aware of Margo Jones's interest in

82 "Margo Jones West Coast Arena Set," December 15, 1952,
newspaper clipping, Margo Jones Collection.

83"Articles of Incorporation of San Francisco Non-
Profit Professional Theatre," copy located in Margo Jones
Collection (See Appendix B).

84"By-Laws of San Francisco's Non-Profit Professional
Theatre," copy located in Margo Jones Collection (See
Appendix B).
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television as well as live theatre, presented her with the
idea of having the productions at the San Francisco Theatre
nationally telecast. To fit in with the plan, ABC offered

to lease Margo Jones a location for her theatre in one of

their studio buildings. An architect was put into service

to draw up and present conversion plans to ABC. 85

Plans were made for a financial campaign to be put
into action as soon as possible. Charles Van Loewenfeldt,

owner of a public relations firm, consented, without pay, as
a civic service, to handle the needed publicity to get the
financial campaign going and the theatre established. Van
Loewenfeldt made available to Margo Jones and her secretary

a space in his office at no charge.86 Her second trip to

San Francisco had proven highly successful. Everything

pointed towards a February opening of the theatre.

Margo Jones had to return to Dallas to handle business

affairs and an important event pertaining to her theatre in

Dallas. It was the custom for her to change the numbers on
the front of her theatre as the new year came in. In other

words, Theatre '52 would be changed to Theatre '53. The

press, the cast, the audience of that night's performance

85Letter, Margo Jones to Jonas Silverstone,
December 6, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

86Letter, Margo Jones to Judge and Mrs. Eustace Cullinan,Jr., December 19, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.
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would be present for the gala occasion. Her absence from

this event would have been damaging, since, in the eyes of

the people of Dallas, Margo Jones was the theatre. It was

planned that the San Francisco board would meet again as

soon as she returned in early January.

With the important matters in Dallas taken care of,

Margo Jones was anxious to return once again to San Francisco.

But during her short absence from San Francisco, something

went wrong. Judge Cullinan, board member and acting chair-

man of the organizational campaign, suddenly became uninterested

in the San Francisco Project. Margo Jones, before returning

to San Francisco, attempted to get in contact with him and

set up a meeting of the board. Judge Cullinan would not

respond to her calls. As a result, the trip to San Francisco

for a January 15th meeting had to be cancelled.8 7 Margo

Jones never gave, in her correspondence, any reason for the

rift existing. None of her associates in writing to her

ever stated a reason for Judge Cullinan's disenchantment

with the idea. Nevertheless, the problem did exist and the

results, Margo Jones knew, could prove to be disastrous to

the San Francisco project.

With the leading citizen member of the project no

longer participating, Margo Jones took action to avoid a

87Letter, Margo Jones to Charles Van Loewenfeldt,
January 10, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.
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complete collapse of her plans. Once again she called upon

the directors of her theatre in Dallas. Several members

responded and wrote letters to influential people in an

attempt to open alternate doors to Margo Jones in San

Francisco.88

Margo Jones returned to San Francisco during the month

of February. During this trip there was, as expected, no

contact with Judge Cullinan. The ABC facility, it was found,

was no longer available. Hotel owner, Ben Swig, still was

in favor of the theatre on his property. Blueprints of the

building had been drawn up entitled Theatre '53.89 The only

disturbing element here was that the Swig building was yet

to be built, thus, a lengthy delay in the opening. With the

board chairman not available, the financial campaign could

not begin. Under these adverse conditions, Margo Jones

returned to Dallas. Alternative measures would have to be

taken if the project was to succeed. In a letter to Bill

Dubensky, her associate in television plans, Margo Jones

stated, "It is evident that a foundation is necessary to

finance the project."90 This plan for financing did not

88Letter, Margo Jones to Charles Van Loewenfeldt,
January 10, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.

89Blueprint for San Francisco '53, Margo Jones
Collection, Dallas Public Library.

90Letter, Margo Jones to Bill Dubensky, March 16, 1963,
Margo Jones Collection.
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succeed, for it was evident that with a non-participating

chairman (Judge Cullinan) at the San Francisco Theatre, no

foundation would be receptive to the idea.

Margo Jones turned next to another form of outside

financing for support of her theatre project, the owner of

the New York theatre chain, John Shubert. It is not known

what plan for financing her theatre Margo Jones presented

to Shubert. Since the charter of her San Francisco Theatre

stated that the theatre would be non-profit, the plan cer-

tainly was not very appealing to the famous owner of Broadway

theatres. John Shubert was receptive to the idea of being

associated with the proclaimed leader of decentralized

theatre in America, but only under certain conditions:

As a result of a conference we had concerning
your San Francisco project, we have decided against
any participation unless, of course, we could have
first option on any (or all?) new p1ys produced
in your theatre there, I am sorry.

Margo Jones was not willing to give the Shuberts the control

that they stipulated must be given. To do so she would have

been going against one of the main tenets of her plan for a

decentralized national theatre. She had no choice but to

reject the proposition.

Margo Jones was left with only one possible source for

support of her San Francisco project - a direct appeal to

91Letter, John Shubert to Margo Jones, 1953, Margo
Jones Collection.
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the general public. Joe Mignola, a director of the San

Francisco theatre who had continued to work with Margo

Jones, was project chairman of the Junior Chamber of Commerce

of San Francisco. Through his efforts, the civic organiza-

tion approved a project to enlist citizen support for the

San Francisco project. The campaign was called "Theatre-in-

the-Round" Its aims were the following:

1. Develop civic understanding and support
2. Interest other civic groups
3. Interest others to servo as Board members
4. Develop a campaign fund 2

The Jaycee project received good publicity and a series

of talks were given to other civic groups.93  But the citi-

zens of San Francisco were not responsive and this last-

ditch effort faltered and failed.

Conclusion

Margo Jones's interest in the project waned.. There was

no further action on her part to start a theatre in San

Francisco. As late as November 23, 1954, she still contended

that the theatre plans were still alive and that they were

simply in abeyance until a proper location could be found,94

9- 9T S.ArlFrancisan, April 6, 1953.
9 3Letter, Joe Mignola to Margo Jones, April 1, 1953,

Margo Jones Collection,

"Letter, Margo Jones to Ben Traver, November 23, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection.
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but it was obvious that to all intents and purposes that the

San Francisco project was dead. She never returned to San

Francisco.

The most probable explanation for Margo Jones's failure

to establish a theatre on her own terms in San Francisco

was her inability to spend an appropriate amount of time in

that city. Margo Jones, in counseling John Jennings of the

San Francisco Association in 1946, had stated that he would

not succeed in opening a theatre unless he could open a

permanent office and give all of his time and effort to the
05project.' In the same city, a few years later, she failed

to take her own advice.

7ith diminishing returns from San Francisco, she turned

her efforts once again towards the original "twenty theatre"

plan. John Rosenfield stated that until her death she did

not give up hope for the time when the national theatre plan

would become a reality.96

Two national theatre plans which Margo Jones was

associated with, other than her own after the San Francisco

failure, was the ANTA "Warren Caro Pilot Project" and the

ANTA "40 Theatre Circuit Plan."

95Letter, Margo Jones to John Jennings, October 21, 1946,
Margo Jones Collection.

96 'John Rosenfield, "Margo Jones: Theatre Pioneer,"
N Lrnis, July 30, 1955.
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The "Warren Caro Pilot Project" was initiated at the

Second National Theatre Assembly January 1 through 3, 1953.

The project was named after its founder and administrator,

who was a member of the board of directors of ANTA. Reso-

lution VI of the Assembly stated that the Pilot Project

would be the blueprint by which ANTA would encourage the

establishment of professional resident companies.97

It was proposed that a project be undertaken in an

area outside of New York City which was not adequately

supplied with live theatre productions. The objective was

to establish a theatre equipped to accomodate community

theatre plays and professional touring companies as well.

ANTA was to aide the theatre in setting up a resident acting

company, staffed with the finest available director, scenic

artist, company of actors, and management. Professional

touring companies were to provide attractions for five to

ten weeks during a season, and the remaining weeks were to

be filled by productions of the resident company. It was

also planned for a new theatre building to be erected which

would serve as a model for other theatres which would be

established in the plan.98

97"Resolutions adopted by the Second National Theatre
Assembly, January 1 through 3, 1953, Cincinnati, Ohio",
January 13, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.
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The financing of the project was to be undertaken by

the community itself. This meant that the ANTA was not to

be called upon for actual financing of the plan, but was to

be responsible for directing and supervising its execution.99

Surveys were made of communities which showed a desire

to be associated with the project. One problem in particular

was evident, a lack of facilities. To solve this problem

the arena method of staging was suggested.100

At an ANTA board meeting in October of 1953, the survey

committee reported that no real progress had been made due

to a lack of coordination of activities within ANTA. It

was requested that a new administration be found which would

be capable of establishing a proper operation. Milton Hood

asked for approval of a Pottsdown, Pennsylvania, project.

He stated that Margo Jones was willing to cooperate in

establishing the theatre. Sawyer Falk protested Hood's

participation and asked that he disassociate himself imme-

diately from the project. Several members of the board

over-rode Falk's protest. Robert Dowling was interested in

Margo Jones's participation. Mr. Cloetingh commented that

99"Caro Pilot Project Plan", prepared by Warren Caro
and approved by the Board of Directors of the American
National Theatre and Academy,.and the Second National Theatre
Assembly of ANTA, Cincinnati, Ohio, January 1 through 3, 1953,
Margo Jones Collection.
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Pottsdown needed "a very good theatre person like Margo'

A motion was passed for her to participate.101

With the board of directors differing on the major

question of who should be participating in the project,

progress was not possible. Neither the Pottsdown project,

with Margo Jones's participation, or any other part of the

Caro Pilot Project met with success.

In the early part of 1954, another plan was formulated

to replace the faltering Caro Project. ANTA executive

director Willard Swire presented to the ANTA board of

directors the 140 Theatre Circuit Plan&' The plan called

for forty theatres serviced by four production centers.

Ten productions were to be cast in the centers and then

after rehearsal, fan out to the forty chosen locations. The

plan was to guarantee forty weeks of employment.1 02 Swire

figured that it was to take five million dollars to initiate

the project. The source of these needed funds was to be

foundations.1 03

To implement the project the ANTA started a sixty-day
fund drive. At the end of sixty days the project had

10 1"Minutes of the Executive Committee of the American
National Theatre and Academy", New York, October 13, 1953.

102t "Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the American
National Theatre and Academy," New York, February 5, 1954.

103 "Minutes of the Executive Committee of the American
National Theatre and AcademyU, New York, April 5, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection.
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received no funds.104  The reason for the Rockefeller, Mellon,

and Ford Foundations not responding to the drive was that

105
the ANTA lacked regional representation. 1 Although Margo

Jones was on the board of directors and the executive com-

mittee of ANTA, the majority of the leaders of the organi-

zation were New York based. The foundation seemingly could

not conceive of people, whose primary concern and livelihood

was the theatre in New York, being wholeheartedly interested

in the development of theatre throughout America.

Margo Jones was capable of creating a national theatre

plan and establishing a theatre to serve as an example, but

for one person it was too difficult and large a plan to

implement. As Claire Rosenfield, wife of the Dallas critic

John Rosenfield, said:

Margo was pretty realistic and I think she
realized that until she got a tremendous amount
of support that she couldn't do it by herself. I
don't think it was money, although money was a
very important factor . . . it would have taken a
thousand Margo Joneses or people who thought like
her or could be motivated by her to really put it
across.106

104"Minutes of the Executive Committee of the American
National Theatre and Academy", New York, June 7, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection,

105"Minutes of the Executive Committee of the American
National Theatre and Academy", New York, September 13, 1954,
Margo Jones Collection.

106Statement by Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967.



CHAPTER VI

TELEVISION PLANS

As radio and motion pictures had in their respective

beginnings, television, at the half-way mark of the 20th

century, was proving itself to be a formidable adversary to

existing media.

Many members of the entertainment industry eyed the

new invention with fear, skepticism, and distrust, inter-

preting it as a threat to the present pattern of information

and entertainment. The powers of Broadway and Hollywood

belittled the potential artistic merit of television and

wrote it off as a second rate form of entertainment.1

The general public, on the other hand, quickly responded

to the new electronic miracle. The screen in the box, for

better or worse artistically, was fast becoming an estab-

lished piece of furniture in the home.

There were also some people in the entertainment

industry who did not dismiss or avoid television. Realizing

its potentiality and inevitability, they moved into the new

industry with the hope of creating productions which in their

own way and with certain limitations could artistically

1Robert E. Lee, Television: The Revolutionary Industry,
(New York, 1944), p. 194.
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parallel the best of the live theatre and motion picture

houses.

Margo Jones was one of those who had enough foresight

to see television as a potential artistic outlet. and one

that should not be interpreted as a separate or opposing

medium. Reflecting on this matter Margo Jones said:

In the process of planning for the future,
I feel that the mediums of television and theatre
can definitely hold hands and help each other.
Actually, from a writing point of view, the
ideal way would be for playwrights to write for
theatre and playwrights to write for the very
different medium of television. There is no
reason why both of these mediums should not be
one, beautiful and profitable. I think with
careful organization that these organizations
can include seasons of theatre playing and also
a TV series. . . . I feel through this com-
bination that a great deal can be done toward
really e couraging good playwrighting in
America,

Margo Jones foresaw the day when the opposing camps of

theatre, motion pictures, and television would combine their

efforts; the three mediums would come to function together

in a theatre organization like her own. Television, in her

opinion, would soon become as big an industry as the motion

pictures.3

better, Margo Jones to Doctor Barraco, June 13, 1952,
Margo Jones Collection, Dallas Public Library, Dallas, Texas.

3Letter, Margo Jones to Dad and Charles (Margo Jones's
father and brother), June 16, 1951, Margo Jones Collection.
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Her belief that television, like theatre and films

could work together for more and better drama, caused her to
decide that she should pioneer and work toward decentrali-
zation as she had with her civic theatre and establish a
national network television program emanating from Dallas
with productions performed in-the-round. Television even
in its youth had already firmly established itself exclu-
sively in a few major cities: New York, Los Angeles, and
Chicago. Television was following the same pattern of
centralization as had the motion picture industry and live
theatre., Great television, as with great live theatre,

could only come about, in Margo Jones's opinion, through a
dissemination of the industry throughout the nation.

Her television program, as planned, was to follow the
same policy as her theatre in respect to emphasis upon the
new playwright. The overall aim, as she stated at the onset
of her efforts, was as follows:

Doing as many new scripts as possible. Reallydiscovering--better bringing to light the new playwriting talent and that of known talent that hasnever been done, At the same time providing thistalent with enough dignity and security to assurethem of a chance to have enough time to write whatis really in their souls while they have a littlecomfort for themselves and those dependent uponthem and doing this without having to pot boil.At the same time giving to the entire countrythrough the two mediums of theatre and TV a senseof discovery and wonderment of making up their ownminds about beauty and quality of new material andat the same time providing a kind of glorified
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trailer of excellent theatre material that may be
seen later in its entirety in another medium it
might never have reached o (Theatre) 4- and at the
same time giving audiences a chance to see live
theatre all the time. Just as they can see movies
and TV. And at the same time giving the creative
talent of actors, designers, and technicians an
opportunity to have dignity and security in their
work with the added wonderment and creativeness of
working with new material in two and three mediums.4

Prepared to put her television ideas into action,

Margo Jones sought out local response for a television

dramatic program originating from Dallas. She presented

her plans to the Dallas NBC-TV affiliate WFAA and was met

with enthusiasm. While the technical facilities for such

an undertaking were not available, studio space was. Ralph

Nimmons, WFAA-TV station manager, offered Margo Jones the

complete cooperation of his head engineer and engineering

department in supplying her with the information and tech-

nical data for putting the available space into technical

order.5 To Margo Jones's advantage the available studio

space was located in the Agriculture Building on the State

Fair grounds, a few hundred yards from her theatre.6

To gain publicity for her television plan, Margo Jones

called upon John Rosenfield, who, with the amusements staff

4Margo Jones, "National Network Television Plan",
unpublished article, Margo Jones Collection.

5Letter, William Dubensky to Margo Jones, approximately
1952, Margo Jones Collection,

6Letter, Margo Jones to Jonas Silverstone,
October 31, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.
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of the Qajjj Morni . gave the venture extensive

coverage. As soon as the television plans became publicly

known through the newspapers, Margo Jones was besieged by

calls from film studios who were anxious to participate by

filming the productions. National Screen Corporation and

Paramount Motion Pictures showed a definite interest and

discussed with Margo Jones the possibilities of film and

television holding hands in the manner she had planned for

television and live theatre. This possible merger offered

greater financial feasibility to the project; after the

initial live performance, films of the productions could be

sold to an expanding television market.7

In an attempt to find possible sponsors for her South-

west television venture, Margo Jones called upon an organi-

zation which had a vested interest in the area, the American

Petroleum Institute. A group of wealthy Dallas oil men,

closely associated with the Margo Jones Theatre, were

enthusiastic, anxious, and ready to push the plan with the

ApI.8

The enthusiasm and pledges of support from everyone

Margo Jones contacted showed that Dallas and the whole

7
Letter, Margo Jones to Jonas Silverstone,

October 21, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.
8
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Southwest were anxious to do what, up to that time, had been

the soul property of cities far removed from Dallas. This

progress resulted in the creation of a more specific format

for the planned television program.

Discover '52 was selected as the title for the tele-

vision series. The numerals in the title, as with her

theatre, would change according to the year. The reason for

the use of the word "Discovery" was explained in the intro-

duction to the format of the program that she submitted:

All of us know the adventure and excitement
of discovery -- like the thrill of Columbus dis-
covering America, the wild excitement of the
discovery of gold in the Mest, the intense
pleasure of discovering a new play, a new actor,
or a new television production idea, i.e., a new
way of staging plays on television, utilizing
theatre-in-the-round with the audience on the
spot . . . . Every city, town and hamlet in
America has potential writing and acting talent
to be discovered. The entire television public,
50 million strong, will join Margo Jones .
in the adventure and pioneering spirit of dis-
covering new writing talent and new acting talent
while watching an hour of television theatre-
in-the-round on Discovery '52.

The play would be presented in-the-round with a live

audience.10 The audience would be seated in an area raised

9"Discovery 52: Television Theatre-in-the-Round all
Around h country" unpublished article, copy located in
Margo Jones Collection.

10
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to about the height of a theatre balcony.1 1 This would

allow for complete freedom of the equipment.

The reasons for Margo Jones's wanting to use the arena

method for producing on television were practical ones.

She was most acquainted with this method of staging; the

method would lend some novelty to the project; from an

economic viewpoint it would be appealing to the network and

sponsor. Margo Jones also felt that the method used in

television would create the same intimacy as in live theatre

productions.12

At a point in the series the television audience would

be urged to participate by sending in plays to be adapted

for television. A sample copy of a television script would

be available upon request as an example of the form used in

the medium. Information covering television script writing

technique written by top television writers would be

included. The desire for originality from new script writers

would be stressed.13

In presenting her plan to the networks she contended

that the quality of production in all mediums depended upon

-i

12'Suggestions to Format", unpublished article, located
in Margo Jones Collection.

3"Dr '|||', unpublished article, Margo Jones
Collection.
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the quality of writing. By calling upon the audience to

participate, she was of the opinion that a tremendous wealth

of untouched material would flood the program, sent in not

only by individuals but by every agent, every producer, and

every literary agent in the country. With a wealth of

material, television's first major obstacle, the script,

would be hurdled. To insure that the material would be

employed in the most effective manner, top television

adaptors would prepare the "shooting script.!'14

With the combination of economical production plus

theatre-in-the-round staging plus experienced talent in

directing and producing plus the discovery of new acting

talent and audience participation in the studio and through-

out the entire country, Margo Jones believed that "spec-

tacular fare" could be provided each week.15

Bringing Discovery '52 as a remote from Dallas was

thought by Margo Jones and her staff to be a definite

advantage from a sales standpoint. The fact that the show

would originate from the birthplace of Theatre '52, the

hallmark of decentralized theatre, would add stature to

Discovery '52. Certainly, with its format, Disjoery '52

would not be just another dramatic show in New York. The

14
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added attraction of its being remote would lend excitement,

glamour, and interest.16

As in theatre, Margo Jones felt that the public would

be excIted and interested in finding another city in the

country that could produce fine productions in competition

with New York,

Having received a good response for her television

plans in Dallas, Margo Jones turned to the center of tele-

vision production, New York City, to see if their reaction

to her plan would be similar. To carry out her network

television plans in New York, Margo Jones employed two

people. Jonas Silverstone, an attorney associated with the

entertainment field, was contracted to be her legal advisor

and co-producer.17  William Dubensky was employed to be the

field man in New York for the project.18

Jonas Silverstone was able, in a comparatively short

period of time, to get a positive response to the program

from a large agency in New York. The William Morris Agency

informed Margo Jones that they were interested in a dramatic

16 Letter, William Dubensky to Margo Jones, approxi-
mately 1952, Margo Jones Collection,

17Margo Jones to Jonas Silverstone, July 7, 1952,
Margo Jones Collection.

18
Letter, Margo Jones to William Dubensky,

January 26, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.
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program and definitely wanted her to head it.19 A contract

was drawn up stating that William Morris would represent

Margo Jones in selling the program. Financially the con-

tract arrangement was in Margo Jones's favor without the

usual fifty percent out for the agency; she was in the

unusual position of being not only the proposed producer

and director, but also the furnisher of the plays for the

program. 20

William Dubensky, presenting the television plan in

New York, met enthusiastic response. In a letter to Margo

Jones, Dubensky related the contacted playwrights' attitude

toward the project:

It is as if we were throwing a raft todrowning writers. The atmosphere among serious
writers, their frustration with the state of
TV, makes us the white hope. All writers con-
tacted up to now have agreed to write for us.21

The writers contacted, all of Broadway calibre, were

anxious to see Margo Jones accomplish on television what she

had succeeded in doing for the playwright in legitimate

theatre.

1 9 Letter, William Gruskin, William Morris Agency, toMargo Jones, December 17, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

20 Letter, Jonas Silverstone to Margo Jones,
April 17, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

21Letter, William Dubensky to Margo Jones,
January 26, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.
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Parallel to Dubensky's study of the television industry

in New York, Margo Jones went about laying the groundwork

in Dallas. Dallas Architect George Dahl's services were

acquired and architectural drawings and cost estimates for

the theatre-in-the-round studio were prepared.22 Margo

Jones was able to find in Dallas many experienced profes-

sional technicians interested in the project and willing to

participate. Along the lines suggested by Margo Jones,

Dubensky with an NBC budget specialist found that the cost

of producing a show in Dallas would be half of what the

cost would be in New York, approximately $8,500. This

would not have included the cost of construction of the new

studio and the acquisition of new equipment not available

at that time in Dallas.2 3

In the script department Margo Jones was meeting no

problem. As the word of her new project circulated, new

scripts poured in. She acquired the services of Theodore

Epstein, a playwright familiar with television technique,

to adapt scripts. Also available were some three hundred

22Letter, Margo Jones to Jonas Silverstone,
November 20, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

23Letter, William Dubensky to Margo Jones,
February 14, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.
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scripts of acceptable calibre in her play script depart-

ment.24

The William Morris Agency turned over to Margo Jones a

planned television series tentatively entitled Broadway

Sijhow C se or Ty Theatre.25  The outline for the program

was in many ways similar to Discovery '52. New plays never

produced on television or Broadway were to be the dramatic

material used. An established company, along with a differ-

ent leading actor or actress every week, was to make up the

cast, Broadway Show Case differed from Discovery '52 in

that a noted critic was to introduce the plays to the

viewing audience and to emphasize the importance of such a

program that developed new talent, It was to be requested

by the critic that the public write In weekly criticisms

of the plays. It was arranged for the noted producer, Max

Gordon, to put up a bond whicfv guaranteed that the most

popular play of the season would be produced on Broadway

the following season.26

The suggested Broadway Show Case or Tryout Theatre

format must have been, in part, unappealing to Margo Jones.

24Letter William Dubensky to Jonas Silverstone,October 21, 1452, Margo Jones Collection.
25 Letter, Jerry Stagg, William Morris Agency, to

Margo Jones, March 18, 1952, Margo Jones Collection,
2 "1,Broadway Show Case," format, undated, Margo Jones

Collection,
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In her book Theatre-in-the-Round, she stated that she

detested the word "tryout." She did not believe in pro-

ducing a play in one place to see if the play was good

enough to be produced somewhere else.27 Max Gordon's parti-

cipation in the program subordinated the television program

sei to Broadway. While the program was not completely

in keeping with the Discover '52 format, Margo Jones con-

tinued to work with the William Morris Agency with the hope

that as the plan progressed changes back to the original

plan could be made.

Jerry Stagg of the William Morris Agency, having made

substantial contact with one of the networks, requested

that Margo Jones send him thirteen scripts which could be

used on the planned program.2 8  The scripts sent to Stagg

were T ij sters, by Wilford Pettett, Coast of jUlyria by,

Dorothy Parker and Ross Evans, Bjjack Jjh. by Barton McLane,

s s~e U2p, by George Sessions Perry, Frank Duane, and

Robert Shannon, Fanther Off From Heaven, by William Inge,

t.ae Q cctiLson, by Clynch Calkers, Playfor y by,
William McCleary, jjna the Tail, by Tom Purefoy, Here's

27Jns
Jones, T, p. 198.

28Letter, Jerry Stagg to Margo Jones, March 18, 1952,
Margo Jones Collection,
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to U_s, by Shirland Quinn, Throng O'Scarlet, by Vivian Connell,

and An Innocent In Time by Edward Caulfield,29

Margo Jones was not taking a chance with the plays she

submitted. All but one, The Rossiters, were produced in

her theatre in Dallas. The plays were a mixture of types

which included three melodramas, four comedies, one musical

comedy, and five dramas. None of the plays called for more

than thirteen cast members, a selling point to cost-conscious

networks.30

Margo Jones, with all her enthusiasm for the project,

had little practical knowledge of the medium from a tech-

nical standpoint. Another factor to be considered and

dealt with was that, while Margo Jones was well established

in theatre circles throughout the country, she had little

or no experience before or behind the television camera.

Through the combined efforts of Margo Jones and her staff

she was to gain experience and exposure in both areas.

In Dallas, the WFAA-TV Engineering Department supplied

Margo Jones with information concerning the technical data

necessary to familiarize her with a studio set-up.31 On

29Letter, Margo Jones to Jerry Stagg, March 31, 1952,
Margo Jones Collection.

30Ib'd

31Letter, Margo Jones to Jonas Silverstone,
October 31, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.
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several occasions she traveled to New York and spent time

at CBS productions and rehearsals (CBS had become inter-

ested in her project) discussing with directors, actors,

writers, and technicians problems and techniques to be

encountered in the medium.32 Later she was able, through

the cooperation of CBS, to make a study of color television

production in New York.33 She also had the opportunity to

sit down and discuss with Sylvester L. "Pat" Weaver, Jr.,

and David Sarnoff her plans for television in Dallas,

Weaver seemed to be most responsive and helpful to Margo

Jones's cause.34 She was able to gain further knowledge of

the medium through discussions with Albert McCleery, who had

produced and directed Cameo Theatre on television. Cameo

Theatre staging was quite similar to the theatre-in-the-

round method. 3 5

Reflecting on these periods of study Margo Jones said,

"TV is, I believe, the most complicated form of production

323Letter, Margo Jones to Mother, Dad, and Charles,
June, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

33Letter, Jerry Denzig to Margo Jones,
September 11, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.

Letter, Margo Jones to Sylvester L. "Pat" Weaver,
Jr., Margo Jones Collection,

35University of Miami Shakespeam Festival program,
April 14-25, 1953, Margo Jones Collection,
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I have ever encountered. This in no way frightens me.

Quite the contrary, it is a challenge and I like it." 36

William Morris had little problem in getting Margo

Jones before the camera. Because of her high standing in

live theatre and her extremely vivacious personality, she

was invited to make guest appearances on several network

programs, including Eloise Salutes the3 Sta 7Gera

Llectrtc Gujjt lHpjLg,38 It's News to Me (A Mark Goodson-
Bill Todman production), 39 and A Date on Broadway.40 She

also had the opportunity to perform as a lecturer for a

children's network program entitled Sumer School 41

Added exposure to her name and work was made available

when Margo Jones's theatre was chosen by CBS to be spot-

lighted on their program entitled Stage Struck.42

36Letter, Margo Jones to Mother, Dad and Charles,
June 19, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

37Letter, William Morris Agency to Margo Jones,
August 28, 1951.

38 Contract Agreement for appearance on General ElectricGuest iouse, CBS, September 2, 1951, Margo Jones Collection.
39Letter, Barbara Olson, Goodson - Todman Productions,

to Margo Jones, September 25, 1951.
Letter, David Shapiro, William Morris Agency, toMargo Jones, January 10, 1952.

. Letter, Thomas Freebourn-Smith, WCAU Television,
Philadelphia, to Margo Jones, August 20, 1952.

42 2Letter, Alice Griffin, Associate Editor, Theatre Artsto Margo Jones, February 10, 1954, Margo Jones Collection,
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Margo Jones realized that these various exposures

would be of assistance when her dramatic program reached

the broadcasting stage; the television audience would be

somewhat familiar with the name, face, and work of Margo

Jone

Billbord Migazine got somewhat ahead of the plan when

in December of 1952 they announced that NBC was making

plans to originate its first weekly television series from

the Southwest with Margo Jones in charge of production.4 3

NBC, it seemed, was more interested in the services of

Margo Jones in New York than in a remote program from Dallas.

The networks failed to have the enthusiasm for decentrali-

zation that Margo Jones had.

On several occasions Margo Jones had the opportunity

to direct and produce television productions out of New

York. CBS in 1953 requested the services of Margo Jones to

produce and direct a dramatic program entitled Studio One. 4 4

Although pleased at CBS's interest in her she could not

accept:

It is out of the question for me to think
in terms of a television show in New York, which
would require my presence during the fall, winter,

4 "Video Series May Emanate from Dallas," Billboard
Magazine, December 6, 1952.

44Letter, Jonas Silverstone to Margo Jones,
April 23, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.
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and spring of the 53-54 season. My first respon-
sibility is to the theatre here and assurance in
the operation . . . . I would rather use the time
and energy on the Big Plan for here.4-

Margo Jones, resisting the lucrative and enticing

offers of New York producing and directing, caused great

delay for her television plans in Dallas. "If we just

wanted to get a network show" Margo Jones said to Jonas

Silverstone after one of the tempting offers, "it could be

done very quickly. That is not our aim. We are working

on the premise that the sooner the better with emphasis on

the better., 46

Margo Jones's deadlock with the networks began to

break in the latter part of May, 1955. Jonas Silverstone,

in a letter to Margo Jones, stated that CBS was definitely

interested in a Margo Jones program according to her policy.

He stated, "The TV plans are not dead . . . . Get scripts

together." 47 On this optimistic note scripts were sent to

CBS. William Morris sent a short-time authorization to

Margo Jones for signing.48 Plans were developing at a fast

45Letter, Margo Jones to Jonas Silverstone,
April 28, 1953, Margo Jones Collection,

46
Letter, Margo Jones to Jonas Silverstone,

November 20, 1952, Margo Jones Collection.

47 Letter, Jonas Silverstone to Margo Jones,
May 17, 1955, Margo Jones Collection.

4 8 1bd.
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pace, Then, on July 24th, less than two months after the

new turn of events for the better, Margo Jones died.

In conclusion, it seemed not to be the difference of

opinion in terms of production or direction that kept the

networks and Margo Jones from reaching an agreement. It

was, In fact, the geographical distance between New York

and Dallas that kept them apart until it was too late.



CHAPTER VII

FLEXIBLE THEATRE

John Gassner stated that because of Margo Jones's

successful experimentation in her Dallas "Theatre-in-the-

Round"t arena staging became, by 1951, the subject of many

newspaper and magazine articles, and books. While some

writers hailed the advance of central staging, there were

others that remained adamantly opposed to the method.1

Henry Popkin in Theatre Ats contended that "any

examination of dramatic literature will reveal that many

plays absolutely require detailed settings'." He felt that

"the loss of the proper setting destroyed the play's dis-

tinctive quality." He concluded that the plays which are

suitable for theatre-in-the-round are those which are

theatrical.2

Arguments against arena staging were also put forth by

Arch Lauterer, whose main complaint was the "monotonously

rapid rhythm" in performance, since the actor had to keep

1 John Gassner, Producin _the Play, (New York, 1953),
p. 535.

Ienry Popkin, "The Drama vs. The One Ring Circus",
Theatre A 6rtg, XXXV (February, 1951), 39.
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in motion in order to be seen by the spectators that

surrounded him. Lauterer was of the opinion that the

excessive movement did not lend itself to all types of

drama and as a result, destroyed the mood in many plays.3

Glenn Hughes, founder of theatre-in-the-round in

America, conceded that not all plays were best in the arena

technique. In his opinion, modern comedy and farce were

the best for arena productions.4 George Freedley stated

that "having seen psychological drama, tragedy and even

native drama performed in this fashion (central staging)

to an admirable audience reception, I must disagree with

Mr. Hughes." 5

Margo Jones increased the controversy over arena staging

by saying that "any kind of play can be produced in the

medium if the play is worth doing'! She went on to say

that, "if a play fails in arena theatre, my guess is that

it would have failed on the conventional stage too2'6

Statements such as these produced a general belief

that Margo Jones was concerned only with producing in-the-

3John Gassner, Producin the Play, p. 537.

Gassner, Producinq the Play, p.537.

George Freedley, "Central Staging," Theatre Arts
Magazine, XXXII (June, 4949), 58.

6Margo Jones, "Theatre-in-the-Round Today and Tomorrow,t"
unpublished manuscript, Margo Jones Collection.
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round and was opposed to all other forms of staging.

Nothing could have been further from the truth. Margo

Jones worked for a theatre adaptable to all methods of

staging, theatre which could use the staging that would

most enhance the production.

Margo Jones had become involved in arena theatre out

of necessity. To be remembered was that she first produced

in the arena in Houston, Texas, because her regular proscenium

theatre was too hot for summer productions. To air con-

dition the theatre would have been too expensive. An air

conditioned hotel room was found available and having no

proscenium arch to work behind, she adapted to the arena

method.7

After initiating her plan for a theatre in Dallas,

Margo Jones found out that the high cost and shortage of

materials resulting from World War II prohibited the build-

ing of a theatre. She tried desperately to get several

proscenium theatres but was unable to do so.8 hen the

Gulf Building, an exhibit hall on the State Fair of Texas

grounds, was offered to her at a minimal rental fee she

accepted, rather than delay her plan any longer, and adapted

7IMargo Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, (New York, 1965),
p. 49.

8Statement by Claire Rosenfield, Dallas, Texas,
November 30, 1967.
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its largest room to arena staging.9 Explaining her

situation to Kenneth MacGowan, she said, "When Theatre *47

first opened its doors last summer, this style of staging

[arena] was used mainly out of necessity. However, I feel

that the arena form of presentation has so many advantages,

not only practical ones but purely artistic, that I should

never want to be without a theatre that uses the method,"10

'When she developed her "twenty theatres" national

theatre plan in 1951, economics and expedience were her

reasons for suggesting that the planned theatre at first

be arena:

Theatre-in-the-round presents a way to
start at once. It is certainly simpler and more
possible to find a room which will be adaptable
to this medium than to build a regular theatre
at the present time. After several seasons of
successfully operating a theatre-in-the-round,
a city can and should ivrk towards the building
of a flexible theatre.

Once her theatre became established Margo Jones began

her plans to build a flexible theatre which would enhance

her productions and also serve as a model to the other

community theatres which she planned to establish.

9

10 Letter, Margo Jones to Kenneth MacGowan,
December 9, 1947, Margo Jones Collection, Dallas Public
Library.

11Margo Jones, Theatre-in-thl-Round, p. 187.
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The first step to be made on the plan was to decide on

an architect. She decided it would have to be designed by

the world's greatest living architect. Frank Lloyd Wright

was the logical choice.12  Margo Jones had long been an

admirer of Wright. Her first association with the work and

ideas of the architect had come in 1944 when she had a

Rockefeller Grant to study all phases of theatre throughout

the country in preparation for establishing her theatre in

Dallas. While studying at the Pasadena Playhouse, she

lived in the famous Hollyhock House on the Barnsdall estate,

which had been designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. The house

at the time had not been properly taken care of for several

years. Vegetation had taken over the estate and the house

was in bad need of repair. But the basic structure designed

by Wright was still intact and Margo Jones felt "completed

in the place "13 At approximately the same time she came

into contact with several architects who had been Wright's

students and she delved into the study of theatre archi-

tecture with them.14

'2Letter, Margo Jones to Manning Gurian,
December 6, 1950, Margo Jones Collection.

13
Statement by Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967.

14 Letter, Margo Jones to Rockefeller Foundation, 1944;
Margo Jones Collection.
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Having lived in a Wright structure and enjoyed it and

having discussed theatre architecture with Wright's students

must have been important factors in her selection of Wright

for the designing of her theatre.

John Rosenfield, drama critic of the Dallas Morning

NeL, was a very close friend of Frank Lloyd Wright. Upon

hearing of Margo Jones's flexible theatre plans and her

desire to have Wright be the architect, Rosenfield made

contact with Wright and arranged a meeting at Taliesin

West,15

On December 6, 1951, a short time before leaving for

her first of two meetings with Frank Lloyd Wright, she

wrote a letter to Manning Gurian, her business manager, in

which she expressed her feelings toward Wright and also

the attitude she would maintain while discussing the plans

with him;

I have decided that the first step to be
made on the eventual plan for a building here
is to decide on an architect. I decided it
has either got to be the greatest living one,
Frank Lloyd Wright-- doing not what he wants
but what I want -o-r it must be someone here
in town who I can pull up to greatness.16

*LStatement by Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967.

1 6 Letter, Margo Jones to Manning Gurian,
December 6, 1950, Margo Jones Collection.
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The letter seemed to show that Margo Jones was very

much aware of the unusual sort of man she would be dealing

with. This knowledge most likely was gained through her

association with the Wright-trained architects in California

who probably told her the story of the planned Barnsdall

Theatre. Aline Barnsdall, for whom Wright had built

Hollyhock House, commissioned him also to build a theatre

on the estate in 1913. This was Wright's first chance to

design a theatre.17 Aline Barnsdall, while realizing Wright

was a great architect, knew he was inexperienced in design-

ing theatres. For this reason she called in the scenic

designer Norman Bel Geddes to assist him in the planning.18

Bel Geddes and Wright failed to agree on how a theatre

should be built and the association terminated after a short

period of time because Bel Geddes stated that Wright would

not take advice from him, Mrs. Barnsdall, or anyone else.

In Bel Geddes's opinion, "Wright's talent for the theatre

was not of the calibre that he rated it." 19 The Barnsdall

Theatre was never built.

17Lloyd Lewis, "The New Theatre", Thatre Alg
MagaZine, XXXIII (July, 1949), 33.

18
Norman Bel Geddes, Miracle I. jhj Eeann (Garden

City, New York, 1960), pp. 152-153.

19
lba[ p. 164.
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Margo Jones knew what she wanted in a flexible theatre.

She was seemingly aware that Frank Lloyd Wright had set

ideas about theatre design. Her only hope was that their

ideas would coincide.

Margo Jones traveled to Taliesin West, Arizona, and

had what she considered "one of the happiest and inspiring

days of my life. "20  She was able to have two extensive

conferences with Wright out of which came promising results

but also some doubts in the mind of Margo Jones.21 In a

letter to Tennessee Williams, soon after her return to

Dallas, she related the progress which had been made and

also her opinion of the architect's abilities:

There is certainly no doubt that Mr. Wright
is an incredible man. So far as his willingness
to do our building, that is definite, but I am
not sure from my own point of view that his con-
ceptions, interesting as they are, are based on
a real knowledge of theatre needs. I am going
to do a lot of thinking about it, for I do want
the most imaginative, beautiful and right theatre
possible.22

In a letter to another friend, she expressed the same

opinion but was somewhat more direct in her comments:

20Letter, Margo Jones to Frank Lloyd Wright,
December 11, 1950, Margo Jones Collection.

21Letter, Margo Jones to Mother, Dad and Charles,
December 12, 1950, Margo Jones Collection.

22Letter, Margo Jones to Tennessee Williams,
December 12, 1950, Margo Jones Collection.
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There is no doubt that Frank Lloyd Wright
is a genius. He doesn't know anything about
theatre but still there is a possibility we
might work something out. He wants to build
it . . . but he had no idea what a flexible
theatre is from the point of view that I think
of it.23

Out of their meetings and correspondence it became

very evident that Wright and Jones stood in disagreement.

The main contentions were with arena staging and adequate

work area and storage facilities. In a letter to Frank

Lloyd Wright, Margo Jones discussed these matters and also

stated firmly where she stood on them:

I intend to continue with my plans for
building a flexible theatre as soon as it is
humanly possible. I know that you and I do
not agree about arena theatre. You told me
many, many times that you thought it was struc-
turally impossible to build an arena theatre
that could also be used with staging at one
end and/or apron stage. The kind of flexible
theatre that I believe in will include the
possibility of these three forms of staging.
It will be necessary in the theatre we build
that when playing arena the audience completely
surround the acting area. Of course, plus the
acting areas that we have discussed and the
audience area, there are many other needs for
the theatre that we want to build. It must,
of course, have plenty of office space,
dressing room space, room for making costumes,
storage of costumes, a shop for building and
storage of scenery, rehearsal rooms, library,
etc.

23
Letter, Margo Jones to Sol, December 21, 1950,

Margo Jones Collection.
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What I would like to know, and need to
know immediately, are you at all interested
in building the kind of flexible theatre that
I have discussed?24

iWright showed no signs of responding to Margo Jones's

demands. Part of Wright's adamant behavior in not adjusting

to Margo Jones's ideas was that he had already designed the

theatre which he wanted to be built. The New Theatre, as

it was called, was to have been constructed in Hartford,

Connecticut, in 1949.25 The theatre never reached the con-

struction stage. Wright pointed out that the New Theatre

was a simplified, improved, and more lightly constructed

version of the theatre he had designed for Aline Barnsdall

in 1913.26 The New Theatre did not contain facilities for

arena staging.27 After almost forty years of planning and

waiting, Wright did not intend to change.

As to the matter of arena staging, Wright hated it.

He had very firm ideas about theatre construction and arena

was not among them.28 An idea of what Wright's attitude

24Letter, Margo Jones to Frank Lloyd Wright,
December 21, 1951, Margo Jones Collection.

25 Lewis, "The New Theatre", p. 33.

26Lewis, "The New Theatre", p. 33.

2I 0.p. 34.

28Statement by Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967.
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was towards theatre was shown in the comment of Claire

Rosenfield, who was a friend of the architect and who

visited him and his wife at the Taliesins on several

occasions:

Mr. Wright was not given to theatre. He
did not think much of playwrighting and play
production. To him theatre was primarily
pageant and dance. Mrs. Wright was a dancer
and she had a great influence on this. Not
only that, she was involved in Eastern phil-
osophy. So theatre, as we see it, did not
appeal to them. The theatres at both Taliesins
were glorious to behold but they were not
practical theatres. They were not functional
theatres in terms of play production.29

Norman B3el Geddes, years after his abortive attempt to

work with Wright on the Barnsdall Theatre, expressed a

similar opinion when he said that he felt that Wright was

not "genuinely interested in theatre." 30  While he attended

theatre and enjoyed it, "His love for it " Geddes stated,

"never grew to the extent that he would marry it to his

architecture."31

At one point in their work together, after seeing some

plans for the Barnsdall Theatre,which lacked facilities for

lighting and storage of scenery, Geddes asked Wright about

their absence and the following dialogue suppossedly ensued:

291bid

30Geddes, Mirle jai the Ening, p. 163.

11b;d. , p. 163.
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At what point will we see on your plans
the location for lighting and scenery equipment?

First the essentials (said Wright) the
little things will fall into place later . ..
Norman, we have to plan our building before we
install its equipment . . . . The true theatre
is an architectural structure. The simpler the
stage is kept, the greater will be the things
done about it. The classic Greek stages were
without equipment for lighting and scenery. A
theatre is 3 rchitecture just as a house or a
church is.

Geddes went on to say that the classical Greek theatre

that Wright kept referring to was the natural development

of the drama of its day but that it was not best fitted to

the drama of the present time.33

Margo Jones traveled to Taliesin on one more occasion

to discuss the plans, but to no avail. The two could not

agree on the needs of flexible theatre and so their associ-

ation terminated. An additional error that Margo Jones

committed in her relationship with Wright was giving him a

copy of her book, Thealre-in-the-Round, and requesting that

he read it.34 In the book she spent a great deal of time

praising and describing in detail a theatre designed by

Norman Bel Geddes. 3 5

3 2 Ibid., p. 162.

331A., p. 164.

34Letter, Margo Jones to Frank Lloyd Wright,
December 21, 1950, Margo Jones Collection.

35Margo Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, pp. 96-98.
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It was interesting also that the only theatre of Frank

Lloyd Wright's design that was ever built was the Dallas

Theatre Center, of which Margo Jones was a founder.36 Also

interesting to note was that Paul Baker, Director of the

Dallas Theatre Center, wanted a flexible theatre that would

have been capable of mounting productions on three sides,

in-the-round, and center apron and proscenium style. Beyond

these demands, Baker stated in 1955 when he was about to

have his first conference with the architect that he would

not "presume to elaborate" and "would leave the solutions

to Mr. Wright. . . 37

John Rosenfield reported soon afterward from Taliesin

East, where he had accompanied Baker to discuss the theatre

plans, that "Wright so opposes arena staging or 'theatre-

in-the-round' that he declined to fool with any such. He

actually downed Baker three falls out of three on this

subject., 3 8 The alternative Wright offered to Baker was,

in Rosenfield's words, "Get yourself another architect." 39

36Robert D. Stecker, "Recognition of a Need," Dallas
Theatre Center Brochure, 1960, copy located in Theatre
Collection, Dallas Public Library.

37Eugene Lewis, "Wright to Explore Theatre Center Job,"
Dallas Morninq News, August 7, 1955.

38 John Rosenfield, "Wright Gives Hint of Theatre
Concept," Dallas Morning News, October 18, 1955.

tJohn Rosenfield, "Wright's First, Only Theatre,"
Dallas Morning News, April 11, 1958.
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A few days later, Rosenfield reported that, "Baker

happily disclosed that most points of contention over plans

for the unusual theatre had been solved. Baker admitted

surrender on such a point of flexibility that he could

stage theatre-in-the-round."40 The plans Wright sold to

Baker were in essence, the 1949 Hartford New Theatre

design.41

Margo Jones, unsuccessful with Wright, began searching

for another architect in her own city that she could "pull

up to greatnessI' George Dahl, a nationally known archi-

tect also on the Board of Directors of Margo Jones's

theatre, was chosen for the job. Dahl turned the project

over to D. L. Yater, an associate, who worked closely with

Margo Jones on deciding what she wanted in her theatre.42

The theatre decided upon was to be made adjustable to

three forms of staging; apron, arena, and proscenium. The

seating capacity was to be approximately four hundred. The

seating was to be raised and placed on runners for quick

adjustment to the desired stage arrangement. Exits and

entrances were arranged so that the actors would not move

4KJohn Rosenfield, "How About Some Ford Money in the
Area", Dallas Morning Ngws, October 22, 1957.

41 Statement by Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967.

42
Statement by D. L. Yater, architect, Dallas, Texas,

February 23, 1967.
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down the aisle as the audience would. The first row of

seats were on the same level as the playing area. The

playing area, while in arena, would have a diameter of

thirty feet with five feet separating the stage from the

first row so as to avoid the spilling over of light into

the audience. On stage there was to be a rotary light

which lowered into the floor, thus expediting scene changes.

Above the stage was to be a movable light grid, constructed

upon the same lines as the one Jo Mielziner designed for

Margo Jones's theatre in 1947.43 Also to be included in

the theatre were television facilities. Her intentions were

to arrange with a network the televising of each production,

which would result in additional income for her theatre

company.44

The main problem which faced Margo Jones at this time

was an appropriate location for the theatre. There were

two main criteria for the location: (1) No outside juris-

diction over the theatre; (2) The theatre would have to be

centrally located so as to appeal and be accessible to all

classes of people, thus preventing the theatre from becoming

a social gathering spot.45 Such a location was found.

43Statement by D. L. Yater, February 23, 1967.
44Ibid

45Letter, Margo Jones to Tad Adoue, January 8, 1953,
Margo Jones Collection.
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Sylvan T. Baer, a Dallas artist, offered as a gift to Margo

Jones a large tract of land on the banks of Turtle Creek

bounded by Blackburn Avenue and Lemon Avenue.
46  With the

architect, D. L. Yater, and the donor, Margo Jones walked

over the wooded area and selected a sight for the theatre.

Architectural sketches of the theatre on the site were drawn

and estimates of the cost were made.47 The architects were

waiting for the land to be cleared so as to make possible

more detailed drawings.48 Then suddenly, for no apparent

reason, Baer had a change of mind and withdrew his gift of

the land.49 Plans and estimates were scratched and Margo

Jones began again to find a proper location for her flexible

theatre. A note of interest was that Frank Lloyd Wright's

Dallas Theatre Center was eventually built on the Baer

property. Soon after Wright had walked over the property

and had selected the site, Baer, as with Margo Jones,

attempted to take his gift of land back. The dispute was

taken to court and the Dallas Theatre Center won the

decision.

46

47

48Statement by D. L. Yater, February 23, 1967.

49Letter, Margo Jones to William Dubensky,
March 16, 1953, Margo Jones Collection.

50John Mashek, "City Group Wins Legal Round", Dallas

Mfoing News, October 4, 1958.
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Margo Jones continued with her plans for a new theatre,

but death came before anything substantial materialized.

There have been presented several different reasons as

to why Margo Jones never succeeded in building the flexible

theatre. The most often reported reason was her unexpected

death. If it had not been for her life being cut short,

many believed the theatre would have been built.5 1

Money was not the problem. Margo Jones stated, "I

have found out that if you have a million dollar idea

(flexible theatre) you can get a million dollars. 52 A

millionaire, Eugene McDermott, President of Theatre '47-'55,

agreed with her. McDermott believed that at any time the

theatre's construction could have started,53 John Rosenfield

stated that Margo Jones could have gotten the million dollars

anytime that she wanted it from the people of Dallas. In

Rosenfield's opinion, she did not seek the million dollars

because she was afraid of taking any money away from the

work in her existing theatre. While full of grand dreams

and plans for the future, she was very conscientious and

51Statement, Eugene McDermott to Donald Wilmeth,
January 22, 1964, Dallas, Texas; transcript of interview
located in Margo Jones Collection.

52Margo Jones, Theatre-in-the-Round, p. 188.

53
Statement, Eugene McDermott, January 22, 1964.
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skeptical, bordering on being superstitious, when it came

to money matters.54

Another factor as to the delay in the building of the

theatre was brought out by Claire Rosenfield, who stated

that during the period in which Margo Jones was planning

her theatre there was little or no construction going on in

Dallas. As an example, up until the late fifties, there

had not been a hotel built in downtown Dallas in more than

twenty years. To finally get a hotel built, bonds had to

be sold to individual citizens.55

Eugene McDermott had followed closely the flexible

theatre plans. It was he who had paid for Margo Jones's

trips to Taliesin West.56 Shortly before her death they

had talked about the building of the theatre.57 On the day

before she became fatally ill, the two had met and made

preliminary plans for starting a building campaign.58

54 Statement, John Rosenfield, to Donald Wilmeth,
January 23, 1964, Dallas, Texas; transceipt of interview
located in Margo Jones Collection.

55Statement, Claire Rosenfield, November 30, 1967.

56Letter, Margo Jones to Manning Gurian,
December 6, 1950, Margo Jones Collection.

57 Statement, Eugene McDermott, January 22, 1964.

58
Statement, Mabel Duke to Donald Wilmeth,

January 23, 1964; transcript located in Margo Jones
Collection.
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While the theatre Margo Jones wanted would never be

built, McDermott found a way to pay tribute to her efforts

by giving her name permanency in the theatre of Dallas.

What he did was recorded in a Southern Methodist University

publication in 1965:

She fMargo Jonesi es well on her way toward
realizing er ultimate dream, a theatre that
would be headquarters for all types of pro-
ductions . . . one that would be flexible enough
to house a theatre-in-the-round, as well as other
kinds, when she died. Now . . . ten years later

.. that ultimate dream is about to be realized
as SMU's new eight million dollar facility, Owens
Fine Arts Center, rushes toward completion.
Designed into the nine building complex, which
includes an accoustically perfect recital hall
and the Bob Hope conventional theatre, is the
Margo Jones Theatre-in-the-Round made possible
by a $200, tO gift from Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
McDermott.

'59"Theatre-in-the-wRound", s , XVII, No. 5, 1965,
14-15.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

lJa Biographical Encyclopedia and. ' W. in American

Theatre stated that "when Margo Jones founded Theatre '47 in

Dallas in 1947, she gave impetus to the theatre in America.

It sparked the current growth in theatre in major cities of

the United States, creating a new interest in theatre-in-

the-round, and brought to the fore new talent among play-

wrights and actors.

What the past chapters have shown was not the "spark"

which Margo Jones's Theatre '47 - '55 set off, but the

torch that it ignited and which Margo Jones personally

carried throughout America.

The most winning attribute of Margo Jones was that her

success in Dallas did not satisfy her. Her theatre was just

the beginning of an all-out effort to create, by any means

made available, a greater theatre.

She was responsible for the development of theatre in

many ways and on various levels. The Theatre Audience

Guild, her theatre in Dallas, and the Play Script Project

are examples of plans which she created and fully developed

lWalter Rigdon, ed., _Th jBiographical Encyclopedia and
Who's oMag. jn American Theatre (New York, 1966) p. 947.

IV56
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herself. The Round-Up Theatre, The Mummers Theatre, the

American National Theatre and Academy, and the National

Theatre Conference are but a few of the theatre groups and

organizations with which she actively participated to create

more and better drama.

Another important accomplishment by Margo Jones was the

inspiration she gave to theatre groups in Dallas and through-

out the nation. The Alley Theatre of Houston, the Arena

Stage of Washington, D. C., and the Dallas Theatre Center

stand as evidence of her influence upon the regional theatre

of America. She served the theatre in not only the capacity

of a worker, but as a rallying point for new ideas.

But she was not, of course, always able to convert her

ideas into realities. Some of her plans failed or were

left, at her death, incompleted. The flexible theatre never

got beyond the architect's preliminary sketches. Her

national theatre plan, even in modified form, never gave

birth to a single theatre. Four years of work towards the

establishment of a regional television series resulted in

nothing. But Margo Jones held her incompleted endeavors to

be profitable in relation to her total experience in theatre.

She found value in whatever she did.
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A journalist once asked her "about your most discour-

aging experience." 2 She answered that inquiry with the

following statement which reflected her constructive

optimism:

The word "discouragement" went out of my
vocabulary the day I went into theatre. For
that word we substitute problems which became
interesting in3themselves in that they have to
be worked out.

A further example of her identical attitudes toward

both her failures and successes was shown in a letter to a

young drama student who had become discouraged in what he

considered the futility of existence in theatre:

I do not understand.your paragraph that
ends up about fruitless labors. You end with
'What does one do when the candle burns at both
ends and yet the light is not too lovely.' How
does the student writer/actor/director accomplish
any worthwhile results out of long, hard fruit-
less labors?' I do not understand this 'fruit-
less labors' business. How is it possible to
work long, hard hours and the labors be fruitless.
I have never found this to be true. It may seem
so at the moment, but in the long run I have never
known this to be true . . . . As far as I'm con-
cerned, every moment of the day, every moment of
the night, working and sleeping should and can be
toward what one dreams and hopes for and that can
come the realization and the reality of ones
hopes and dreams.

I think that there is only one way to do
anything in life and that is to know what you
want to do, work at it with consistence and with

Letter, Tom Curtis, Junior Bazaar, to Margo Jones,
January 17, 1948, Margo Jones Collection.

*Letter, Margo Jones to Tom Curtis, January 21, 1948,
Margo Jones Collection.
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insistence, be sure that you know it is going
to happen, be willing to pay the price, and
through this can only come realization . ..a.
Listen and profit by any help that you can get
anywhere, but the important thing is your own
individuality, your own beliefs, your own con-
victions. You must have capacity for trmendous
amount of hard work and joy in doing so.

Margo Jones once said "an added incentive for those of

us who work in the theatre should be the knowledge that the

library of tomorrow will carry a record of what we are doing

today, for we want the reader of tomorrow to be proud of our

achievements.2

Her achievements have been recorded and so have her

uncompleted tasks and failures because they are necessary

to present what Margo Jones believed in and wanted for

American theatre. The ideas presented, the plans worked out,

and the efforts made by her in the fruitless endeavors

represented a form of achievement in that they offered

guide lines and inspiration to those who would possibly in

the future reassess the plans, make use of the already

available material, and move onward to completion.

Margo Jones's life work contained greatness and incom-

pleteness. That which stood incomplete at her death con-

tained greatness. Her one aim in life was theatre. Her

4Letter, Margo Jones to Elroy D. Nacyek, December, 1952,
Margo Jones Collection.

Margo Jones "Libraries Help," Library Journal LXXIV
(November 1, 19511, 1760.
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career was, as the New York Times said in the closing

statement of her obituary, "an . . . unfinished adventure

through theatre into the surrounding world.",6

6 "One Aim In Life - Theatre," i York Times,
July 26, 1955.



APPENDIX A

AIMS OF THE DALLAS THEATRE, INC. IN RELATION

TO THE CHILDREN OF THE COMMUNITY1

Statement of Policy and Belief

Of Dallas Theatre. Inc.

The value of any civic program lies in the possibilities

of a long term program. The citizens of tomorrow are the

children of today. Only through giving children the best in

any creative endeavor can we hope for progress in our com-

munity. Good libraries have fine children's departments;

schools provide education from the kindergarten through

college; churches start with the training of the young;

musical and art programs recognize the importance of the

children both in what they hear and see and also in their

opportunity for participation. So too should a theatre pro-

vide the best for the children of a community.

In the original plan of the Dallas Theatre, Inc.,

which was presented to the Rockefeller Foundation,who in

turn gave me a fellowship to start the planning of our

theatre, I made the statement that I wanted to create a

theatre where the citizens of Dallas could say: "My children

1Copy located in the Margo Jones Collection.
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have lived and grown up in a community where they have had

the opportunity to see the best of the new and the old of

the theatre." This is one of the primary aims of Dallas

Theatre, Inc.

Actual-plan of what the theatre hones to

Accomplish in the Beginning

(1) Present children's matinees every week. Plays

chosen for children and presented by a fine

company in the best productions possible.

Such plays as Maeterlinck's Lhe Blue Bird

and Shakespeare's Midsmmer Night's Dream

have tremendous appeal for children and at

the same time are of the highest artistic

and literary merit.

(2) when possible, after having played for chil-

dren in our theatre, to take the same pro-

ductions to the various parks and playgrounds,

playing to as many children all over Dallas

as possible.

(3) Cooperation with the school system in relation

to the presentation of plays that children

study in school, showing students how plays

are not dull words between book covers of a

textbook but joyful action coming alive on

the stage.
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(4) The Dallas Theatre will combine the use of

art, music, movement and words, We will have

specialists in each field who can design

entire productions with the particular

qualities that have special appeal to chil-

dren.

Ultimate ms in RelationT

Children's Participation

(1) Since we will have a large staff or company

of fine professional people who will be chosen

not only for their artistic ability but for

their character and citizenship qualities,

we will be able to send out members of our

company to the various parks to direct chil-

dren in their own plays if the Park Department

so desires.

(2) We will have in our theatre building a room

where children can meet for classes in acting,

design and stagecraft. We will encourage the

young writers, designers and actors-to-be.

(3) The art of puppetry is one of the allied

theatre arts that especially appeal to chil-

dren. The Dallas Theatre plans to produce
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puppet plays for children and teach children

how to make their own puppets and puppet

theatres and write their scripts.

(4) All of the parks already have their drama

programs, and the Dallas Theatre would like

to provide a place for and sponsor a festival

each season where a play from each park

could be presented in festival form at the

theatre.

It is the Dallas Theatre, Inc.'s policy, aim, dream

and hope to cooperate to the nth degree with the Recreation

and Park Department, the Libraries, Museums, Churches and

Schools.

We feel that such a program can be of great educa-

tional, artistic and recreational value to the children of

Dallas.

Margo Jones, Managing Director
Dallas Theatre, Inc.



APPENDIX B

BY-LAWS OF

SAN FRANCISCO'S NON-PROFIT PROFESSIONAL THEATRE1

ARTICLE I. PLACE OF BUSINESS.

The place of business of this corporation shall be at

San Francisco, California.

ARTICLE II. DIRECTORS.

Section 1. Number. The number of the Directors of

this corporation shall be fifteen (15).

Section 2. Compensation. Election and Term of Office.

All Directors shall serve without compensation.

A sufficient number of persons to fill the Board of

Directors shall be chosen by majority vote of the Directors

in office at the time of the adoption of this By-Law. As

soon as there are fifteen (15) Directors, they shall proceed

to classify themselves by lot, so that they will hold office,

respectively, for the following periods after the next

succeeding annual meeting of the Board of Directors.

One (1) for one (1) year;

Two (2) for two (2) years;

Two (2) for three (3) years;

'Copy located in the Margo Jones Collection.
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Two (2) for four (4) years; and

Two (2) for five (5) years.

The Directors shall at their annual meeting elect, by

majority vote, a person to fill the office of each Director

whose term has expired, and each Director so elected shall

hold office for a regular term of five (5) years, beginning

with the annual meeting at which his predecessor's term

expired, and until his successor is elected and qualified.

A vacancy on the Board shall be filled by election by

the majority vote of the remaining members of the Board

present at the next meeting held after such vacancy occurs,

and the Director so elected shall hold office for the

balance of the term of the Director whom he succeeds.

Notwithstanding any of the foregoing provisions, the

Manager of the corporation, so long as he shall be the

Manager, shall be a Director and the provisions hereof

relating to the duration of the terms of Directors shall

not apply to him. Upon cessation of his employment as

Manager, he shall cease to be a Director.

Section 3. Meetings. The annual meeting of the Dir-

ectors shall be held on the second Tuesday in May of each

year at three o'clock p.m. Such other regular meetings

shall be held as the Directors may from time to time deter-

mine. No notice of any regular meeting, or of the annual

meeting, need be given. Special meetings may be called by

16'6
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the Chairman or by any two Directors, and written notice

thereof specifying the time and place of the meeting shall

be given to each Director by the Secretary, by mail, at

least five (5) days before the meeting. The Directors may

hold any meeting at any place that they shall determine.

Section 4. Rowers. The corporate powers of the

corporation shall be exercised, its property controlled,

and its affairs conducted by the Board of Directors. Any

action may be taken by a majority vote of the Directors

present at a meeting at which a quorum is present. A quorum

shall consist of not less than five (5) Directors.

ARTICLE III, OFFICERS.

SectiolnJ1. Officers. The officers of the corporation

shall be a President, Vice President, Secretary and Trea-

surer, who shall be chosen by the Board of Directors. The

President and Vice President shall be selected from the

Board. The Treasurer and Secretary may, but need not be,

selected from the Board of Directors. Each officer shall

be elected for a term of one (1) year, at the annual meeting

of the Board, and shall be eligible for re-election.

Section 2. Duties. The President shall be the pre-

siding officer of the Board and shall preside at all meet-

ings of the members of the corporation. The President and

Secretary shall sign contracts of the corporation in the

corporate name.
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The Vice-President shall act in place of the President

in the President's absence or inability to act.

The Secretary shall keep the minutes of all meetings

of the Board and of the members and such other records as

may be required by the Board.

The Treasurer shall have charge of the moneys and pro-

perties of the corporation, and shall deposit or cause its

funds to be deposited in such bank as shall be designated

by the Board. Bank deposits shall be subject to check in

the name of the corporation, signed by such officers or

persons as may be designated by the Board.

Section 3. anagr. The Directors shall select and

employ a Manager, who shall be the administrative head of

the productions of the corporation, and may delegate to him

such powers and duties as they shall deem best, provided

that they shall retain final authority in all important

matters of policy and finance, and over the disposition of

the properties of the corporation. The Manager shall become

a member of the Board.

Section 4. Employees. The Board may appoint such

other employees as may be deemed necessary, and upon such

terms and conditions as they may fix.



ARTICLE IV. COMMITTEES.

Sect.i l. Exegujjive. There shall be an Executive

Committee, consisting of the officers and the Manager. The

Executive Committee, during intervals between the meetings

of the Board, may exercise the power of the Board.

Stgtion2. Finranc. There shall be a Finance Com-

mittee consisting of three (3) members of the Board of

Directors, which shall have the usual powers and duties of

a finance committee.

Section 3. Ergperties. There shall be a Properties

Committee consisting of three (3) members of the Board. It

shall supervise the physical properties of the corporation

and make reports and recommendations regarding the same to

the Board. It shall be responsible, subject to the dir-

ections of the Board, for all matters relating to the

planning for and acquisition construction or leasing of a

suitable building or buildings for the use of the corporation.

Section 4. Appointment. Committee members shall be

appointed by the President.

ARTICLE V. MEMBERS.

StiionJ g1. Classes . The members of this corporation

shall be:

a. The members of the Board of Directors;

b. Honorary members;

c. Auxiliary members.
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Section 2. Honorary Mebers. Honorary members may be

elected by the Board of Directors.

Section. Auxiliary MeMbers. The Board of Directors

may elect auxiliary members. It shall specify the manner

of their admission and their rights and duties. In general,

auxiliary members shall be persons interested in the welfare

and success of the corporation and the achievement of its

purpose.

Section 4. Rightsand Duties of Members. No member

shall at any time have any interest whatever in or any title

whatever to any of the property of the corporation. No

membership is transferable. All rights of a member, of any

kind, shall cease upon the death or resignation of the mem-

ber, or upon the termination of his membership. The member-

ship of any member may be terminated by the Board, at any

time, and no member shall ever have a vested interest in

his membership. The only members having any vote upon any

matter involving the exercise of any of the corporate rights,

powers, or privileges of the corporation, including the

amendment of the Articles of Incorporation and the amend-

ment of these By-Laws, shall be the Directors.

ARTICLE VI. MEETINGS.

The annual meeting of members of the corporation shall

be held on the second Tuesday in September of each year at
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four o'clock p.m., at the office of the corporation. No

notice thereof need be given.

ARTICLE VII. SEAL.

The corporation shall have a seal in the form of the

seal which is impressed upon the margin of this By-Law.

ARTICLE VIII. AMENDMENTS.

The By-Laws may be amended by the Board of Directors

at any meeting, or by written assent of all the Directors.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO)

I hereby certify that I am the Secretary of San

Francisco's Non-Profit Professional Theatre; that the

foregoing By-Laws were duly adopted by the Board of Directors

of that corporation on , and by the

members of the corporation on , and

constitute the By-Laws of San Francisco's Non-Profit

Professional Theatre.

Dated:

Secretary



ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

OF

SAN FRANCISCO'S NON-PROFIT PROFESSIONAL THEATRE

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

The undersigned do certify:

I

The undersigned are citizens and residents of the

State of California and have this day voluntarily associated

themselves together in order to form a non-profit corpor-

ation under the laws of the State of California for purposes

and objects other than pecuniary profit and as hereinafter

more particularly set forth.

II

The name of this corporation is

SAN FRANCISCO'S NON-PROFIT PROFESSIONAL THEATRE

III

The primary purpose of this corporation is the

improvement and development of the capabilities of writers

and dramatic artists and to encourage new talent in said

lines. This corporation plans to establish and maintain

at San Francisco, California, schools and other educational

media for the development of creative writing and dramatic

training; to manage and produce theatrical productions as
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a means of stimulating public interest in creative writing

and dramatic exhibitions and thus encourage talented indi-

viduals to write dramatic plays; to promote and develop

the highest standards of dramatic art in the public; to

acquire the site or sites and to acquire or construct the

building or buildings necessary for its purposes; to apply

all earnings, over and above the amounts necessary for the

maintenance of the corporation and the payment of expenses

of administration, to the advancement of the Institution;

and to acquire by purchase or otherwise and on such basis

as shall best serve its purposes literary products of all

kinds.

IV

This corporation does not contemplate the distribution

of gains, profits or dividends to the members thereof.

V

The County in this State where the principal office

for the transaction of the business of the corporation is

located is the City and County of San Francisco, State of

California.

VI

The names and addresses of three persons who are to

act in the capacity of director until the selection of their

successors are:
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Mr. Lloyd E. Graybiel

Hon. Eustace Cullinan, Jr.

Mr. Joseph Mignola

21 Caperton Avenue
Piedmont, California

329 Lombard Street
San Francisco, California

1386 - 16th Avenue
San Francisco, California

VII

The corporate powers of this corporation shall be

exercised by a Board of Directors of not less than three

and such greater number as may from time to time be fixed

by an amendment of these Articles or by By-Laws duly adopted.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands

this day of , 1953.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
ss

On this day of , 1953, before

me, , a Notary Public in and for the

said City and County and State, residing therein, duly

commissioned and sworn, personally appeared Lloyd E. Graybiel,

Hon. Eustace Cullinan, Jr., and Joseph Mignola, known to

MMIWAVA
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me to be the persons whose names are subscribed to the

foregoing Articles of Incorporation, and acknowledged to

me that they executed the same.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and

affixed my official seal, at my office in the City and

County of San Francisco, the day and year in this certifi-

cate first above written.

Notary Public in and for the City
and County of San Francisco,
State of California

My commission expires:
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